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Council endorses parks
tax, passes first reading of
city sticker late fee change

Coy. Perry no stranger to area
Lincoln-Reagan keynote speaker
knows western Kentucky well
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer

By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
The Murray City Council unanimously voted Thursday to
endorse a tax that would support local parks.
Jason Lovett, chair of the Murray-Calloway County Parks
Board, told the council about a ballot initiative for a tax that
would help fund the parks system. Lovett said the parks board
chose to support the efforts of a committee that is circulating a
petition and trying to get 3,039 signatures to get a "nickel tax"
on the ballot. If the ballot initiative were approved by voters, the
parks would receive 5 cents per hundred dollars of assessed
value of the county's real property. He mentioned many problems with the parks' infrastructure, including that the city pool is
leaking 3,000 gallons a day. The signatures are needed by the
end of May. Lovett said.
It is estimated that the tax would generate approximately $1
million. Councilman Jeremy Bell, who is a member of the parks
board, said that if the tax passed, the city and county would not
need to fund the parks anymore and the funding could be phased
out. Councilman Dan Miller noted that the county didn't have a
library until the 1970s when several citizens, including his
father, circulated a petition to support a library tax. The citizens
then voted in favor of it.
"I don't know how many communities would do that, but I
think the people of Calloway County have shown their support
for things that are right for their children and for the future of the
community," Miller said."I know the earlier generation did, and
I guess the question is, what will this generation do for their children? The vote will tell, and 1 hopelhey will step up and do the
right thing."
The council passed the first reading of an ordinance to amend

ick Perry may be the governor of the
state of Texas ... but he is quite familiar with the Commonwealth of
Kentucky.
"Yeah, I used to fly into a little airstrip
over near Hopkinsville quite a bit," Perry
said Thursday of that "little" airstrip on the
Fort Campbell U.S. Army base, home of the

R

101st Airborne Division that goes by the
description,"Most Powerful Division in the
World."
"1 used to fly C-I30s in there and pick up
some folks from the 101st and take them
places. It was honor to do it, too," said Gov.
Perry, who will be returning to western
Kentucky Saturday to serve .as the keynote
speaker for the annual Lincoln-Reagan
AP Photo

•See Page 2

Texas Gov. Rick Perry

City Schools
approve snow
day schedule
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer

•See Page 2

Missing plane sent signals
• to satellite for four hours
CHRIS BRUMMITT
and JIM GOMEZ
Associated Press
KUALA LUMPUR, Malaysia (AP) - A Malaysia Airlines
plane sent signals to a satellite for four hours after the aircraft
went missing, an indication that it was still flying for hundreds
of miles or more, a U.S. official briefed on the search said
Thursday.
Six days after the plane with 239 people aboard disappeared,
Malaysian authorities expanded their search westward toward
India, saying the aircraft may have flown for several hours after
its last contact with the ground shortly after takeoff from Kuala
Lumpur for Beijing.
A string of previous clues about Flight MH370 have led
nowhere.
"MH370 went completely silent over the open ocean," said
Malaysia's acting Transport Minister Hishammuddin Hussein.
"This is a crisis situation. It is" a very complex operation, and it
is not obviously easy. We are devoting all our energies to the
task at hand."
The U.S. official, who spoke on condition of anonymity
because he wasn't authorized to discuss the situation by name,
said the Boeing 777-200 wasn't transmitting data to the satellite,
but was instead sending out a signal to establish contact.
Boeing offers a satellite service that can receive a stream of
data during flight on how the aircraft is functioning and relay the
'information to the plane's home base. The idea is to provide
information before the plane lands on whether maintenance

See Page 3
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with a 30 percent chance of
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Southwest wind around 6 mph
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Saturday Night: Showers
likely. Mostly cloudy, with a low
around 44. East northeast
wind 6 to 10 mph. Chance of
precipitation is 60 percent.
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with a high near 51. North
northeast wind 13 to 15 mph,
with gusts as high as 23 mph.
Sunday Night: A chance of
rain.. Mostly cloudy, with a low
around 30. North wind 10 to 15
mph, with gusts as high as 23
mph.
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JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times

CLOSE CALL A Burl's Wrecker Service unit nears completion of pulling a Calloway County
Fire-Rescue tanker truck out of a muddy yard Thursday afternoon along KY 94 west of
Murray, after the CCFR truck was sent off the highway because of a blown front tire. CCFR
firefighter Harold Farichor said ha was dtiviosaTanker No.6from the Lynn Grove station Into
Murray for routine maintenance at about noon when the left front tire exploded about two
miles west of the city limits. Traffic was disrupted for nearly two hours. No injuries were
reported.

Depending on what kind of
action the Kentucky State
Legislature takes in regards to
granting relief days for school
districts that have missed a high
amount of days due to snow this
winter, the Murray Independent
School District Board of
Education launched its own plan
Thursday night.
of
At the
suggestion
Superintendent Bob Rogers,
board
members approved
changes to the MISD calendar
that should make up for the 10
days the district has missed so
far. The result of this action is
that the school year for students
ends May 23.

II See Page 2

Kentucky House passes 2-year,$20B state spending plan
By BRUCE SCHREINER
Staff Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) - Democrats in
control of the Kentucky House passed a $20
billion budget plan Thursday evening over
Republican objections, closely following
the governor's recommendations in putting
forth their spending priorities for the next
two years.

Issues wrangled over during the heated
three-hour-plus debate could extend into the
fall campaign, when the GOP makes a push
to win control of the gouse.
Next up, the Republican-led state Senate
will put its imprint on the two-year budget
plan.
The spending plan ultimately will wind up
in a House-Senate conference committee,
which will try to iron out differences in the

waning days of the 60-day General
Assembly session, which ends in mid-April.
The House version backed pumping more
money into the state's main funding formula for kindergarten through 12th-grade
classrooms. It proposes more money for
textbooks and preschools but at lower
amounts than Democratic Gov. Steve

E See Page 3

County Schools
eye make-up
possibilities
By AUSTIN RJUNSEY
Staff Writer
Calloway County Schools are
back in session this week after
another round of wintry weather shut much of the district
down last week, and now
school officials are trying to
configure a new schedule that
meets state standards but doesn't burden students.
The county schools have been
closed a record 15 days this
year for inclement weather.
That's six more days than the
year of the devastating ice
storm that left much of the
region without power in 2009.
Director of Pupil Personnel
Fred Ashby said the district had
in place 10 tentative make-up

•See Page 2
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MALFUNCTIONING DETECTOR: The Murray Fire Department responded to a fire alarm
in Alexander Hall on the campus of Murray State University Thursday morning Firefighters
discovered a maffunctioning detector that was immediately replaced, officials say
Students, teachers and staff were evacuated from the building Officials were on the scene
for about 10 minutes

TRUSTWORTHINESS
The highest compact we can
make with our fellow is "Let there be truth between
us two for evermore."
— Ralph Waldo Emerson (1803-1882)
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AUSTIN RAMsEY (Ledger & Times
RED CROSS MONTH: Murray Mayor Bill Wells signs a proclamation Wednesday declaring
March American Red Cross Month while Calloway County Judge-Executive Larry Elkins looks
on. Behind the two local leaders, local Red Cross volunteers and board members witness the
proclamation. In the front row, from left to right, are pictured volunteers Bobby Stubblefield and
Marie Lyons, intern Deith Davis, volunteer Lisa Satterwhite and intern Brianna Weitlauf. In the
back row, from left to right, are pictured volunteer Mike Lyons, board members Johnny Phillips
and John Wright, Chapter Executive Director Matt Hamble (partially hidden) and Marla Geib,
a board member.

will have a better time than he
had in 2012.
Dinner hosted by the Calloway
"I tell you, it's fun to be
County Republican Party. The
healthy," said Perry, who never
event starts at 6 p.m. in the
really felt that way on the camCurris Center on the Murray
paign trail."I'm glad I did it, but
State University campus.
the truth is I spent the majority
"I tell you, though, I was just
of 2012 under the weather
looking up the history of people
(mainly because of back surgery
who were, or are, from
he underwent four weeks before
Kentucky and I've got to tell
he officially announced his canyou that list is quite impressive. didacy). I have a happy back
By the way, thank you for Jim now and feel great."
Bowie(who fought in the famed
Perry's main point of focus
battle at the Alamo in San these days is promoting the idea
Antonio); I've talked to many of decentralizing Washington,as
folks who say that if it wasn't he believes state governments
for Tennessee ( with Davy should have more responsibility
Crockett)
and
Kentucky as it is there that the actual con(Bowie), there probably would- stituents live.
n't have been a Texas."
"It is written in the 10th
There is indeed a Texas and it Amendment (of the U.S.
is the state that Perry has served Constitution) that the federal
as governor for nearly 14 years. government is supposed to do a
Back in 2012, Perry had eyes on few things very well.- he said.
another office, that of president "There is a substantial number
of the United States of America, of other areas, particularly with
which he may make another bid healthcare, where the states are
to claim in 2016, though he supposed to be given the biggest
remains undecided.
part of the responsibility, and I
However, if he decides to think most people in, say,
make that run it would seem he Kentucky will agree that it is the

governor and the legislators that
can do that more efficiently than
in Washington, D.C. That's true
whether you are fan of the governor and legislators or not."
Staying with the decentralization theme, Perry said both the
Democratic and Republican parties are to blame.
•
"They've committed a bipartisan offense," he said. "They've
both made that mistake, though,
way too much.Perry's state, meanwhile, has
thrived during rather tough econornic times nationally. In the
last decade, he said, it has been
Texas that has produced 30 percent of the nation's new jobs.
"You know, though. Texas is
not unlike Kentucky. They both
have the pioneer spirit for freedom,- he said. "Texas is a
unique place, though, and it's
because the .people there really
long for freedom ... freedom
from over-over taxation, overlitigation and over-regulation."

the renewal of his contract,a move
that earned enthusiastic applause
from school principals and other
administrators in the room — on
Rogers' birthday no less.
"Happy birthday to us!" said
Murray High School Principal
Teresa Speed.

61.9 percent of county third-grade
students (combined
Murray
Elementary, along w ith East
Calloway, Southwest Calloway
and North Calloway Elementary
schools) scored proficient or distinguished in math for the 2012-13
school year, with 60.3 percent
achieving those distinctions in
reading. The state average was
43.6 percent in math and 47.7 percent in reading.

From Front

From Front
the city sticker ordinance as it pertains to late fees. Currently, a person who fails to purchase a city
sticker within 30 days of the
required date must pay an additional $50. If the second reading
passes in two weeks, the person
will only have to pay an additional
amount equal to the cost of the
sticker. For example, if a person
moves to or gets a job in Murray
several months after the initial
sales period and is only required to
pay $20, the person would only
have to pay a $20 late fee, Finance
Director Alan Lanier said
The council passed the first
reading of an ordinance to amend
the classification for different
sizes of businesses in the city's
general license requirements. The
ordinance now classifies small,
medium and large businesses by
the amount of net profits they generate. If the second reading passes,
"net profits" will change to "net
income." Lanier said the dollar
ranges of $0-300,000 (small),
$300,001-600,000 (medium) and
$600,001 or greater (large) would
remain the same.
In other business:
• The council approved a 8-0
recommendation
from
the
Planning Commission to annex a
I4.939-acre tract of land owned by

Justin and Stephanie Phillips on
the east side of Robertson Road
South. They will vote on the ordinance at a future meeting.
Councilman Robert Billington Jr.
voted against on the recommendation.
• The council approved another
recommendation
from
the
Planning Commission to amend
the subdivision regulations as they
pertain to stormwater conveyance
and erosion control. James Oakley,
the city's stormwater/drainage
supervisor, said the amendments
to the ordinance were required by
the Kentucky Division of Water.
• Street Superintendent Ron
Allbritten was asked what his
department planned to do about
potholes caused by all the winter
weather in recent months. He said
hot asphalt isn't available yet at
this time of year and the cold mix
asphalt doesn't last very long, so
the street department is currently
filling some potholes with gravel
for temporary repairs. Allbritten
said they will be fixed more permanently when the proper supplies
are available, and he encouraged
the public to call him at 762-0377
to let him know if they see any
potholes that haven't beep dealt
with.
• Paula Compton was reappointed to the Human Rights
Commission for a three-year term.

Please support the

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Democratic
Gov.
Steve
Beshear told a crowd of hundreds that Jesus' command in
the Bible to care for the vulnerable has guided his decisions in
policy and budget.
Beshear made his comments
during
the 49th
annual
Governor's Prayer Breakfast at
the Frankfort Convention
Center. The two-term governor
said Kentucky has been tested
during his term, referring to the
$1.6 billion in state budget cuts
during the economic recession
and a series of devastating tornados. But through it all
Beshear said he has worked
hard to make sure every community has access to quality •
education.
Former
University
of
Kentucky football star Jacob
Tamme was the featured speaker, fresh off an appearance in
Super Bowl XLVIII as a tight
end for the Denver Broncos.

The issue of snow days has been
a headache for Rogers the past few
months. However, he had a positive moment at the end of
Thursday's proceedings as board
members upanimously approved

Carol Elder, Murray Head Start
director, reported to the board on
Thursday's release of the 2014
Early Childhood Profiles from the
Governor's Office of Early
Childhood.
Elder said the report shows that
Calloway County — combined
Murray Head Start and Calloway
County Preschool — was ahead of
the rest of the state with 55.9 percent of kindergarten students from
the county being deemed ready to
engage and benefit from early
learning experiences, as opposed
to the state average of 49 percent.
In addition, the profile showed

•County Schools...
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Hundreds attend
49th governor's
prayer breakfast

"There are two or three bills in
the legislature, but they haven't
said for sure yet how many days
those would involve.- Rogers
said. "We want to go ahead and
have a plan in place, and I recommend we go with this regardless of
what the legislature does. Through
all of this, there are two main
things that are most concerning
people. First is, our people need to
know what the last day of school is
so they can get testing scheduled.
Second, people are wanting to
know when graduation for the
high school is because we have a
lot of people who fly in for that."
***

Please register by March 17" to receive ir
FREE T-shirt on the night of Relay For Lot
Call Ttffany at(270) 227-()28.
Don't forget to sign up for the Survivor
Victory lap at the Expo Center after
4:30 p m. on Friday, April 18".

From Front
days in case t):: severe weather
when the year's calendar was
released almost a year ago.
Three of the remaining five days
missed have been approved by
the
Calloway
Board
of
Education as staff development
days.
State law says a district has to
remain in school for 1,062 hours
a school year. Ashby said
Calloway stays in session just a
little longer than is necessary
each day, building up what is
referred to as "banked minutes"
over the course of a year. Ashby
proposed to a KDE representative that the district make up the
missed time by accumulating
those banked minutes and then
adding 10 extra minutes to 30 of
the next few school days.
"I presented that to (the state)

and the first response that night
was, 'No. Banked time cannot
be used in that way,— Ashby
said. "I asked my contact to
check on that and she confirmed
the next day that it was actually
a scenario that could be used."
But past just the confusion at
the KDE level, a Kentucky
General Assembly bill is up- for
consideration by the Senate this
week that would set a standard
for how schools should approach
make-up policies in light of the
lost time for weather. With that
in mind, Ashby and board members at Thursday night's meeting
agreed to hold off for now on
any make-up action and the
existing calendar will remain
active despite the two lost days.
That sets the ending school date
at May 30 and high school graduation at June 2.
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Three other items
were
approved Thursday. This involved
authorizing the. 50/50 Committee
to rewrite the district's Certified
Evaluation Plan for 2014 and
beyond,the first reading of district
policy and procedure revisions
and a change order for amounting
to $8,761.80 for revisions to the
auxiliary gymnasium at MHS.
This included installation of fiber
optics, a storm pipe and the
mounting of the scoreboard.
.
"We don't know exactly how
it will shake out, but we feel like
that may be able to work,"
Ashby said.
Calloway's gifted and talented
education program was recognized at Thursday night's board
meeting as well. GT Teacher
Rhonda Whicker told board
members she wanted to Make
sure her board knew what her
students were up to. She currently instructs 252 students.
District
Assessment
Coordinator Brian Wilmurth
presented
on
eight-grade
EXPLORE and 11th-grade
PLAN tests. Students took those
tests
in
September
and
Wilmurth told the board that the
eight graders performed among
the top 25 middle schools in the
state, while high school scores
dropped slightly after five years
of growth.

Right to Work bill
fails to clear
Kentucky panel
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
A bill which would have prohibited mandatory membership
in a labor organization as a condition of employment has
failed to move forward in the
Kentucky General Assembly.
The bill known as the
Kentucky - Right to Work Act
was sponsored by House
Minority Floor Leader Jeff
Hoover, a Republican from
Jamestown.
Hoover says the act would
create a hospitable business
environment in the state for
new manufacturing companies
Opposition to the measure
came from House Labor and
Industry Committee chair, Rep.
Rick Nelson, a Democrat from
Middlesboro.
Nelson said the measure
would have a negative impact
on the average wage of middle
class Kentuckians.
The measure failed to pass
the committee after receiving a
vote of 4-15.
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Alex Paluch

Adrian B. Cloys
Adrian B. Cloys, 77, of Murray, Ky., died Thursday. March 13,
2014; at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He is survived by his wife, Margaret Cloys of Murray; one son.
Anthony B. Cloys and wife Pamela of Jacksonville, Fla.; and four
grandchildren, Lindsay R. Cloys,Aidan B. Cloys, Ashton B. Cloys
and Austin B. Cloys, all of Jacksonville.
Funeral services will be Sunday, March 16,2014, at 2 p.m.,at the
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home with John Dale officiating. Burial will
follow in the Coldwater Church of Christ Cemetery. Visitation will
be Saturday, March 15, 2014 from 4-7 p.m., at the funeral home.
Online condolences may be made at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
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Browder Hutchinson
Browder Hutchinson, 52, of Murray, Ky., died Thursday, March
13, 2014, at his home.
No local services are planned at this time.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Mareeka Carol Bachuss
Mareeka Carol Bachuss, 37, died Wednesday, March 12, 2014 at
her home.
She was a graduate of Christian Fellowship High School in
Draffenville. She received her bachelors degree in nursing at the
University of Kentucky and her masters degree in
Acute Care Management at Vanderbilt University.
She enjoyed crafting, quilting and traveling the
world with her husband. She blogged at
babiestoadults.wordpress.com.
She is survived by her husband, Chris Bachuss;
son, Tenzing Bachuss; daughter, Amelia Bachuss,
all of Franklin, Tenn.; her father, Tom Geerdes of
Ledbetter; and sister, Hannah Campbell of
Lexingttin; dogs Buddy and Dingo and several
Bachuss
other loving family members.
She was preceded in death by her mother,
Christine Geerdes.
Funeral services will be at 2 p.m.. Sunday, March 16, 2014, at
Williamson Memorial Funeral Home, Franklin, Tenn. Graveside
services will be held at 5 p.m.. Sunday, March 16, at Pleasant Hill
Cemetery at Land Between the Lakes. Visitation will be from 3-7
p.m., Saturday, March 15, 2014, and two hours prior to the funeral
hour at the funeral home. Family and friends will serve as pallbearers.
Online
condolences
may
be
made
at
www.williamsonmemorial.com.
This is a paid obituary.
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The number of times published or the length of one or more of
the preceding obituaries exceeds the maximum set by the Ledger
and Times policy. Afee has been paidfor additional publishing or
space.
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From Front

Alex Paluch, 93, of Murray, Ky., died Wednesday, March 12,
2014,at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Arrangements are incomplete at this time.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
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JIM KUHNHENN
Associated Press
WASHINGTON (A-P)
President Barack Obama is
seeking changes in overtime
rules that will make millions of
workers eligible for time-and-ahalf pay for their extra work.
Obama intends to sign a presidential memorandum Thursday
directing the Labor Department
to propose rules that expand the
number of employees Who benefit from overtime pay.
The rules would be aimed at
salaried workers who make more
than $455 a week and those who
are ineligible for overtime
because they are designated as
management even though their
supervisory duties are minimal.
The rules do not require congressional action but could take
more than a year to implement.
Obama has put a focus this year
on increasing worker pay,including a call for Congress to increase
the federal minimum wage from
$7.25 an hour to $10.10. He also
issued an executive order requiring federal contractors to abide
by the higher minimum wage.
In his memorandum, Obama
plans to direct the Labor

Department to recommend new
regulations that could increase
the salary threshold for overtime eligibility and to change
the definition of what constitutes a supervisor.
Obama's attention to overtime
dovetails with his emphasis on
correcting wage disparities, a
theme that he has said will be
central to the remainder of his
presidential term. It also serves
his political ends during a
midterm election year, giving
him a populist issue along with
his calls for a higher minimum
wage and better pay for women.
The salary-per-week limit
separating those who get overtime and those who don't was
increased to $455 in 2004 during the Bush administration. At
the time, it hadn't been
increased since the mid-1970s.
"What we know right now is
the threshold has been eroded
by inflation, and there 3.1 million people who,if the threshold
had kept up just with inflation,
would automatically be covered
by overtime provisions," said
Betsey Stevenson, a member of
Obama's Council of Economic
Advisers.

OPEN HOUSE
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JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger 8. Times

GREETINGS, YOUNG OTHELLO: Glenn Schudel, assistant
director for the American Shakespeare Center, right, greets
Patrick Jones of Murray to the stage Wednesday during a
workshop at the Playhouse in the Park. Schudel and actor
Russell Daniels hosted the workshop that surrounded the
troupe's performance of "Othello" that is part of this week's
annual Shakespeare Festival at Murray State University.
During a segment in Wednesday's session, Jones played the
part of the title character.

Bill benefiting Rand Paul
passes Senate committee
By ADAM BEAM
Staff Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API Republican Senate leaders in
Kentucky cheered a bipartisan
vote Wednesday that advanced a
bill to let Republican U.S. Sen.
Rand Paul run for president
without automatically giving up
his Senate seat - but Democratic
leaders in the House warned it
was not a sign the bill has
enough support to become law.
Sen. Morgan McGarvey, DLouisville, joined
seven
Republicans in voting to send
the bill to the Senate floor.
McGarvey told reporters he
thinks Paul can run for two
offices at once just like former
Democratic U.S. Sen. Joe
Lieberman did in 2000 when he
was Al Gore's running mate.
But Greg Stumbo, leader of
the
Democratic-controlled
House, repeated his Comments
from last week that "a man that
can't make up his mind which
office he wants to run for ain't
fit to hold either one."
Asked if that were true of Vice
President
Joe
Biden, a
Democrat who ran for re-election to his U.S. Senate seat
while Barack Obama's running
mate in 2008, Stumbo said:
"That's exactly right. Quote me
on that." ,

Staff Report
The Calloway County Road
Department has closed Mount
Carmel Drive in the northeast
part of the county to through
traffic until further notice.
Calloway
County
Road
Superintendent Ricky Edwards
said Wednesday that he was
concerned about erosion prob-
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Stacy said the spending plan
would help improve schools and
the bonded projects would stimFrom Front
ulate jobs.
The state's main budget bill
Beshear recommended.
The House proposal includes for the two years beginning July I
pay raises for state employees. 1 passed 53-46 on a near partyteachers and other school line vote.
In a rarity, work on setting
workers.
There's also funding to hire state spending priorities was
overshadowed by another issue.
more social workers.
the
debate,
"I believe (with) this budget, Throughout
and a yes vote on this budget, Republicans and Democrats
today you can go home and say sparred over the governor's
that we have done some good decisions to expand the state's
things and that we are changing Medicaid program and to open a
peoples' lives," said House health insurance marketplace as
Appropriations and Revenue part of the federal Affordable
Committee Chairman Rick Care Act.
As for the budget, the House
Rand, D-Bedford.
Republicans argued that the plan would cut funding of many
plan spends too much and sad- state agencies by 5 percent, as
dles the state with heavier bond Beshear recommended, to free
payments to finance a multitude up money for education.
The .House also retained the
of new projects.
Republican Rep. Jim DeCesare govettior's prOposed 23 percent
criticized the spending plan as cut in operaiing funds for uniunrealistic, calling it "more of a versities and community and
wish list than a budget."
technical colleges.
He said the added bond payIt retains the governor's proments resulting from the meas- posals for bond-funded conure would loom as a burden for struction projects for the univer"those who have to pay the bill sities and colleges.
down the road."
The House's version calls for a
Democratic Rep. John Will $13 million increase in each of
Stacy defended the House budg- the two years for pre-school
et and accused Republicans of services.
criticizing it without offering
Beshear proposed adding $18
ideas of their own.
million per year.
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lems on the road. He said the
road would be accessible to
people who live on it. but would
be closed to through traffic until
after a bridge inspector could
assess the condition of the road.
Mount Carmel Drive is located in the Kirksey area between
Oak Grove and Kirksey roads.
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Edwards: Mount Carmel Drive
closed to through traffic for now

Chevron Texaco Corp .145-
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Sen. Damon 'I hay er, R Georgetown,changed the bill so
that it would only apply to people running for president or vice
president.
He said he modeled it after i
Wisconsin law that allowed
U.S. Rep. Paul Ryan to run for
re-election while also running
for vice 'president under
Republican Mitt Romney.
"I think the opportunity to
have one of our own run for
president of the United States is
an opportunity of gargantuan
proportions," Thayer said. "I
want to clarify that he can run
for both at the same time, or
anyone (can) for that matter."
If Paul wins both elections, he
would resign his Senate seat and
Kentucky's governor - possibly
a Democrat - would choose
someone to replace him for two
years until.voters could elect a
replacement in a special election. That was troubling to some
senators, who worried about
people voting for someone who
would not take office.
"Why anyone would cast a
vote for a person who may not
fulfill that position. it defies
Common sense to me." Sen.
Thomas,
DReginald
Lexington, said. "It seems to be
a real need to have an orderly
process in elections.

work or repairs are needed.
Malaysia Airlines didn't subscribe to that service, but the
plane still had the capability to
connect with the satellite and
was automatically sending
pings, the official said.
"It's like when your cellphone
is off but it still sends out a little
'I'm here' message to the cellphone network," the official
said. "That's how sometimes
they can triangulate your position even though you're not calling because the phone every so
often sends out a little bleep.
That's sort of what this thing
was doing."
The plane had enough fuel to
fly about four more hours, the
U.S. official said.
Boeing did not comment.
Messages involving a different, more rudimentary data
service also were received from
the airliner for a short time after
the plane's transponder - a
device used to identify the plane
to radar - went silent, the official said.
If the plane had disintegrated

during flight or had suffered
some other catastrophic failure,
all signals - the pings to the
satellite, the data messages and
the transponder - would be
expected to stop at the same
time.
One part of the hunt is in the
South China Sea, where the aircraft was seen on civilian radar
flying northeast before vanishing without any indication of
technical problems.
A similar-sized search is also
being conducted in the Strait of
Malacca because of military radar
sightings that might indicate the
plane-twried in that direction after
its last contact, passing over the
Malay Peninsula.
The total search area being
covered is about 35,800 square
miles (92,600 square kilometers) - about the size of
Portugal.
Asked if it were possible that
the plane kept flying for several
hours. Hishammuddin said: "Of
course. We can't rule anything
out. This is why we have
extended the search. We are
expanding our search into the
Andaman Sea." The sea is
northwest of the Malay
Peninsula.
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IN OTHER WORDS
The following is an editorial from another newspaper in Kentucky offering an opinion about an issue
of importance.
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On state's Super I-Way
Courier-Journal
Louisville, Ky.
Kentuckians may cling to their landlines when it comes to
telephones.
But they are clinging in fewer numbers as the state and
the .world shift to cell phones and the digital age.
And some key players, including Kentucky's U.S. Rep. Hal
Rogers, a Somerset Republican, are speaking up about the
pressing need to expand high-speed, Internet broadband throughout the state, an expansion the congressman has taken to calling the "Super 1-Way."
So the state legislature should give serious consideration to
a bill that would allow telephone carriers to scale back investment in landlines so, the carriers claim, they can invest more
money in newer technology and better wireless service statewide.
Senate Bill 99, better known as the "AT&T Bill," for the
telecommunication giant's aggressive lobbying in past years,
has passed the Senate and is..now before the House, which
has killed it for the past several years. .
, House Speaker Greg Stumbo, a Prestonsburg Democrat, has
been critical of past versions of the bill, believing it could
cause people - especially in rural areas - to lose landline
service they have depended on for decades. Corporate backers of the bill didn't help through what consumer advocate
Tom FitzGerald described as the "robo-call and astroturf' campaigns of past years.
But Hood Harris, the new president of AT&T Kentucky,
said the bill has been modified to add protections to people
who wish to keep landline service in rural areas. But it also
would relieve AT&T and other carriers of the obligation to
provide new landline service and allow them to offer wireless or Internet services in some areas.
And that, he claims, would allow
T to reallocate funds
to invest in new and better technol gy while continuing to
serve existing customers, co
, "It is not our intent to
hurt customers."
Stumbo, while skeptical, allows that the bill is "getting
better."
For that reason, it deserves a hearing before the House
Economic Development Committee, where it has been assigned,
and, if it is approved by the committee, deserves a vote on
the House floor.
The technology is complex and the details can be mindnumbing. Critics, including Mr. FitzGerald and AARP of Kentucky, worry it could hurt service for rural and elderly customers.
But SB 99 deserves a fair hearing as .Kentucky seeks to
evolve from BlitChei"14814, in ' the words of Rep. Rogeri,
into "Silicon Holler'. ri
Opinions expressed on the Forum page do not
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On Conway's decision, Big Tobacco,
protecting students' data, World Cup prep
The News-Enterprise
Elizabethtown, Ky.
Kentucky Attorney General
Jack Conway announced last
week that he won't pursue an
appeal nor request any further
stay in response to a decision
by a federal judge that Kentucky must recognize lawful
same-sex marriages ' from other
states.
With tearful emotion, Conway called attention to his wife
and family saying in this matter he had to make a decision
that he and his daughters could
be proud of.
Even though he personally
might be satisfied with his decision, his refusal to file an appeal
in this case effectively ignores
his duty to the Kentucky Constitution and to the commonwealth.
When taking office as Kentucky attorney general, Conway
accepted a sworn duty to defend
both the Constitution of the United States as well as the Kentucky Constitution. He is certainly entitled to his personal
views and convictions on the
issue of gay marriage. However, his responsibility to our state
Constitution shouldn't be contingent upon whether any challenges to it align with, his personal beliefs on this or any
other legal issue at hand.
Gov. Steve Beshear followed
Conway's announcement with
his own decision to hire outside counsel to file an appeal
in defense of Kentucky's marriage amendment. It's too bad
Kentuckians will have to shoulder these otherwise unnecessary
outside costs.
It remains to be seen whether
the will of Kentuckians stands
on the issue of marriage or if
we will be forced to abide by
the will of voters and jurists from
outside states.
One thing is clear, however. Regardless of what side of
the same-sex marriage debate
he or other Kentuckians might
stand, Jack Conway failed to
carry out his duty the Kentucky
Constitution and the commonwealth.

IN OTHER WORDS
The following are editorials from other newspapers
in Kentucky offering opinions about issues of importance.

Kentucky was due to get apps. Companies can track these
$93 million, from the settlement movements. That information is
this year.
important to marketers who want
But Philip Moths, Lorillard to contact those students.
and R.J. Reynolds, which
Something
about
these
merged
with
Brown
& actions just seems wrong - not
Williamson,and 30 smaller com- illegal, just wrong.
panies that joined the settleWe are glad state Sen. Mike
ment later are disputing their Wilson, R-Bowling Green, has
obligation.
co-sponsored Senate Bill 89,
An arbitration panel sided which would protect students'
with the cigarette makers last digital data from these compayear, saying that Kentucky and nies. SB 89, which has cleared
five other states had been the Senate and is in the House,
"nondiligent" in collecting would force any company doing
escrow payments from the "non- business with Kentucky schools
participating" cigarette manu- to affirm that it will not use
facturers. The non-participants student data for its own profit
are upstart generic cigarette com- and marketing.
panies that never misled the
The bill is intended to address
public about their research find- defects Wilson sees in a 40ings and whose executives never year-old law regarding personlied under oath about what they al information. Wilson said the
knew to be smoking's devas- federal law in place doesn't protating harm to human health.
vide enough protections.
In addition to getting the
We agree with Wilson's
master liars off the legal hook, assessment.
the master settlement had tefts
Obviously, technology has
to help them maintain their mar- changed in the past 40 years.
ket dominance against new com- It is much more advanced and
petitors. The settlement turned continues to progress every year.
Kentucky and the other states What might, have been an adeinto guardians of a Philip Mor- quate law 40 years ago isn't
ris monopoly.
adequate now.
Kentucky is not the only
The state should modernize
state that Big Tobacco tried to its student data protection laws
stiff. A settlement was reached to keep up with advanced techwith 22 states earlier this year, nology. SB 89 would bring stualthough it's disputed whether dent privacy laws into the 21st
the master settlement even century and, most importantly,
allows such settlements, and the protect students' data.
arbitration panel that ruled
These companies are essenagainst six states ruled for nine. tially profiting on these stuKentucky has used the tobac- dents, a lot of whom don't even
co settlement money mainly to know their data are being used.
diversify agriculture but also That is one of the many reafor early childhood programs; sons why this legislation is so
financing public water expan- important.
sions in rural areas, and on
The Kentucky Department of
various health programs, though Education disagrees with Wilnot nearly enough on smoking son, saying it has everything
prevention.
in order, although the departKentucky is challenging the ment hasn't taken a stance on
arbitration ruling in Franklin Cir- the bill.
cuit Court, where there is a
We hope that members of
hearing today. The state insists the House will get behind this
Lexington Herald-Leader
it has been diligent, a term not important piece of legislation
Lexington, Ky.
defined in the master settle- and pass it before the end of
After addicting our children, ment, about collecting the the session.
shortening our lives, making requited assessments.
Kentucky students have priBig Tobacco has always been vacy rights and those rights are
puppets of our politicians and
using generations of Kentucky Kentucky's exploiter, never its violated when their data is for
sale.
farmers, Big Tobacco has anoth- friend.
er insult in store for the state
The Gleaner
•
that suffers the nation's highest The Daily News
Bowling Green, Ky.
Henderson, Ky.
rates of smoking and cancer.
Students' data on their comThe Persian Gulf emirate of
Under terms of the 1998
muter settlement agreement the puters should be protected in Qatar, flush with oil fiches and
big four tobacco companies (it's Kentucky, but unfortunately,that seeking to push its way to the
front of the international stage,
down to three now) were freed is not being done now.
Currently, companies can is in the midst of an enormous,
from endless legal liability, in
exchange for paying the states access a student's data and then decade-long building boom to
almost $200 billion over 25 package it and sell it for prof- construct facilities and infrayears. States that signed on it. Students who use the Inter- structure for the 2022 World
would no longer be able to sue net establish a digital footprint Cup soccer tournament, the
to recover the enormous costs as they make their way through largest and most-viewed sportthe various websites and access ing event in the world.
of caring for sick smokers.

Unfortunately, Qatar
is
preparing for that moment of
international cooperation and
sport by grievously exploiting
its foreign workers, subjecting
them to dangerous conditions
that should be drawing forceful condemnations from the
world community.
A recent report by the government of India, which supplies a large share of Qatar's
workers, suggests that more than
500 of its citizens have died there
since 2012, primarily, according to the Guardian, in either
on-site accidents or from working in inhumane conditions.
Nepal, another big supplier
of Qatar's labor force, recorded the deaths of 383 Nepali
workers in that country in 201213. International observers and
human rights groups have
described working conditions
for foreign laborers in Qatar as
intolerable and inhumane, citing dangerous work sites, confiscations of passports by
employers, withheld wages:
oppressively overcrowded work-'
er dormitories and limited access
to food and water despite 12hour work shifts often in tripledigit temperatures.
Although conditions are difficult for foreign workers in
many Gulf countries, Amnesty
International notes that Qatar
is different because of its unusual exit permit system - under
which foreign nationals can't
leave the country without permission from their employers
- its ban on unions and the
sheer size of its foreign labor
force.
In November, at the end of
an eight-day trip to Qatar, United Nations special rapporteur
Francois Crepeau urged the government to adopt basic labor
protections involving worker
safety and minimum wages, and
calling for reform of the nation's
sponsorship system for foreign
workers, in which the importing employer holds all the power.
Crepeads full report is due
in June. The International Labor
Organization also says Qatar's
policieg fall far short of that
group's standards, which include
workers' right to organize, a set
minimum wage and the freedom of workers to leave a job.
So Why should the world
care?
Beyond the basic human
rights issue,--Qatar is hosting
so many foreign workers in part
to turn itself into an international tourist destination, and
to prepare for the 2022 World
Cup ...
Qatar needs to do more, and
FIFA and the nations involved
in the World Cup should press
the emirate to safeguard the
lives and livelihoods of its immigrant workers
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Gregory to lead acting
workshop,info session

Genealogical club to meet
The Senior Citizens' Genealogical Club will
meet Friday, March 14, at 12:30 p.m., in the
Senior Citizens Center on Poplar Street. The
speaker will be Dieter Ullrich, director of
Special Collections of Pogue Library at Murray
State University. The public is invited to attend.
For more information call Janice Thornton
-,-71) 309-5640.

Datebook

Special to the Ledger
Benton native Angie Gregory,
an actress who has appeared in
"CSI:
Crime
Scene
Investigation"
and
"The
Republic of Rick," a Slamdance
2014 Selection, is returning to
her hometown.area to give a 90minute seminar on how to be a
working actor in Hollywood.
The workshop will be from
2:30-4 p.m.,Tuesday, March 18,
in Room 115 at Wilson Hall on
Murray State University's cam-

DAR to meet

Martha
The Captain Wendell Oury chapter of the
Finney Andrus, Daughters of the American Revolution
will
Community
have a potluck luncheon at noon, Saturday,
editor
March 15, at 1704 Greenwood Drive. Honorees
will be the recipients of the 2014 DAR Good
Citizen Award. The speaker for the meeting will be Darrel
McFerron who will speak on national defense. Members should
bring an entree, a vegetable, salad or dessert. Members should also
bring donations for active military troops. Hostesses will be Jane
Shoemaker and Annie Knight.

Red Cross rebate day to be held
There will be a rebate day for the American Red Cross at Huddle
House from 6 a.m. until II p.m., Friday, March 14. This is in conjunction with the Heroes Campaign during the month of March.
Rebate tickets are to be used. Please ask the server to attach the ticket to the receipt.

Glorybound to meet
Glorybound Christian Entertainment Ministry will meet Friday,
March 14, at 7 p.m.. at the Goshen Family Fellowship Center in
Stella. Special musical guests will be Echoes from Calvery and
April Arnold. For more information, call Renee Taylor (270) 7538124 or Pat Lea (270) 227-8833.

Lincoln-Reagan Dinner to be held
The West Kentucky Lincoln-Reagan Dinner will be Saturday,
March 15, at the Curris Center on the campus of Murray State
University. The dinner will be at 6 p.m., and speakers will include
Texas Governor Rick Perry, U.S. Senator Mitch McConnell and
U.S. Representative Ed Whitfield. For tickets and more information
contact Greg DeLancey at gregdelancey@gmail.com or (270) 2278944.

Photo provided

DOWERS ELECTED TO DISTRICT OFFICE: Lion John
Bowers, right, immediate past president of the Murray Lions
Club was elected second vice-district governor (VDG) of
Lions district 43K at its convention held at Lake Barkley State
Park. Shown with Bowers is Lions' past district governor and
past international director Yancey Watkins, also a member of
the Murray club.

Coen/ieernincier

MWC Music Dept. to meet
The Music Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Tuesday, March 18, at 7 p.m., at the club house. The program will
feature Kara Newsome, junior music education major from
Mayfield and Mina Park, piano performance major from South
Korea, both students of It. Matt Granforte, department of music,
Murray State University. The program is open to the public. The
Music Department's Relay for Life Team will host a baked potato
supper at 6 p.m.,for all members and guest as a fundraiser for their
team. Hostesses will be Kristy Linnhoff, Marie Lyons, Barbara
Brandon and Kathryn Mowery.

were raised even higher than
previously. Our 100 percent
pass rate is really a laudable
achievement for our nursing
faculty, our students and all faculty who taught our students in
core
curriculum
classes."
Griffith said that in the NCSBN
report, Bethel is classified as a
Number 1 rank nursing program
(along with 67 other programs
that achieve the 100 percent) in
the United States.
"We are so proud of our nursing faculty, staff and former and
current students," said Bethel
Interim President Walter Butler.
"Our program continues to
make tremendous strides and,
more importantly, we are sending very qualified nursing graduates into the health care fields."
Bethel University offers

CALLO WAY' COUNTY
PRESCHOOL/HEAD START SPRING
REGISTRATION

Friday, March 21st
from 8 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
If your child will be 3 or 4 years old on or before October 1st, 2014 come and
register. You will need to bring the following with you:

Certified Birth Certificate
V Social Security Card
V Proof of Income
(W-2's or Income Taxes for 2013)
V Insurance Card or Medical Card
V Custody Papers (if applicable)
V

V
e71
4
1
01
‘
114.1

THEATRES

For movies & showtimes

Quilt Lovers to Meet
Quilt Lovers of Murray will meet at the 6 p.m., Tuesday, March
18, at the Senior Citizens Center of the Weaks Community Center.
All quilters are welcome.

MHS football rebate night to be held
The Murray High School football program will have a rebate
night at Zaxby's on Tuesday, March 18.from 5-8 p.m. A percentage
of all sales will be given to the MHS football program. Place the
receipt in the Murray box by the cash register.

facilities without giving up their
present job or without spending
time away from home. This also
includes access to online
instructional resources, online
tutoring and general education
courses are also offered online."
For more information about
Bethel University's Nursing
program
contact Kim
Hammonds (731) 514-1410 or
hammondsk@bethelu.edu.
Bethel University is located in
McKenzie,Tenn.

Baby Registry
Ellen & Josh Adams
Lauren Alexander CSteven Thomas
Sara Allen & Jeremy Wardlow
Emily & Michael Ashton

Courtney & Eric Deese!
Hailee & Justin Ford
Jessica & David Free
Cristina & Matt Garrison
Gail & Phil Gray
Cara & Trey Green
Beth Hamblin & Todd Pruitt
Julie & Anthony Hardin.
Lora Hopkins & Rob Gingles
Ashley Jackson & Docy Tynes
Shannon Jennings & Michael Dowdy
anttni & Josh Kerr
Shalt & Adam Loomis
Brooke & Justin MOM
Jessica Owen & Jarren Litchfield

Call theatre line at 753-8084
or call our 24 hour info line
at 753-3314.

Your child does need to be present
to register. Registration will be held at the
Preschool which is behind
the Calloway County High School

On your computer or smartphone
go to the Cheri website at
www.movlesInmurray.com

Destiny Owsley & Noce Khodem
Erin & Brandon Passrldre
Joannah & Brian Rogers

Please call 762-7410 to
schedule your appointment.

Al movios Fesesta in

Calloway will provide transportation in the city and the county.

HI-Def Digital Protection

Comes & Grant Rudolph
Chelsea Smith & Steven Durr
Michela & Tan Underhill

CCPL Internal Needs Committee to meet

Buck Cancer Relay for Life team will have a rebate day at Sirloin
Stockade Tuesday, March 18. Rebate coupons must be presented
can
be
found
at
ordering.. Coupons
when
sirloinstockademurray.com or picked up at Buck's Body Shop.

undergraduate students the
opportunity to earn a Bachelor
of Science in Nursing (BSN).
The program prepares its graduates for entry level registered
nurse positions in primary, secondary and tertiary health care
settings and for entry into graduate studies which lead to
advanced degrees in nursing.
Bethel also offers associate
degree RN's an online RN-BSN
program that accomplishes the
same outcome as the on-site
BSN program.
"The RN-BSN is designed for
registered nurses (RNs) who
have attained an associate
degree or diploma in nursing,"
Griffith said. "Students can pursue their BSN degree with
online courses as well as clinical
requirements in their local area

Kale & Blake Cary

The Internal Needs Sub-Committee of the Calloway County
Public Library Facilities Needs Assessment Committee will meet on
Tuesday, March 18, at 5:30 p.m., at the library.

Buck Cancer to hold rebate day

animals through questions and
answers, audience participation
and hands-on volunteering.
Everyone will have the opportunity to find out if snakes are
really slimy.
This event is for children ages
3-14 accompanied by an adult
and is free of charge.
For more information contact
Sandy Linn,(270) 753-2288 or
sandy.linn@callowacountylibrary.org.

Bethel's nursing program among top 22 in the U.S.

Special to the Ledger
Bethel University's Bachelor
A new U16 coed soccer team is forming for the 2014 spring seaof Science in Nursing (BSN)
son. This is for 14, 15 and 16 year olds and all skill levels are welprogram is -among 22 of 704
come. Practices and games will be arranged for minimum conflict
BSN programs in the United
with school teams. Games will be played against a mixture of local
and regional teams both at home and away. Contact Randy (270) States to have achieve a 100
percent pass rate on the National
978-2203 for more information.
Council Licensing Examination
(NCLEX) among those who
Milkman to speak at Library
Dr. Martin Milkman, professor of economics at Murray State took the examination from April
September 2013.
University, vvill speak on "What Is the Meaning of Free Market through
Capitalism?" ,This meeting is sponsored by the Concerned according to a report released
Taxpayers of Western Kentucky (The Tea Party) and will be at the recently by the National Council
Calloway County Public Library at 6 p.m., Monday, March 17.
of State Boards of Nursing
(NCSBN).
MWC Alpha Department to meet
According to Mary Bess
The Alpha Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet Griffith, director of the nursing
Saturday, March 15, at 9:30 a.m. The presentation will be program at Bethel University,
"Organizing and Planning For Stages of Life." All members are
the report documented Bethel's
invited to attend.
nursing program outcomes on
NCLEX compared to all proMWC Theta Department to meet
grams
in the United States."Not
The Theta Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Monday. March 17, at noon,at the club house. Cindy Cossey,of the only are we one of only 22 BSN
Calloway County Conservation District, will speak on "Safety and programs to achieve the 100
percent pass rate, we are also
Environment.- All members are invited to attend.
only one of two programs in
Tennessee to have accomplished
4-H rifle and pistol teams to meet
The 4-H rifle and pistol teams will meet on Monday, March 17 this and we are among 67 of the
and March 24, at 5-6 p.m., at the fairgrounds. Youth will be learn- 1,844 nursing programs across
ing to safely shoot air pistols and bb rifles and should bring a par- the United States to have
ent. Nancy Burcham and Darlene Workman are pistol coaches.Tim achieved 100 percent," Griffith
Oates and Mark Watkins are the rifle coaches.
said. "To me, this is quite
extraordinary because the 2013
Reformers' Unanimous to meet
NCLEX was based on a new
Reformers' Unanimous, a faith-based addictions program, meets
test plan implemented in Jan.
every Friday from 7-9 p.m., at Eastwood Baptist Church. The pub2013 with passing standards that
lic is invited. Childcare is provided. For more information or a ride,
call the church office at(270) 753-1834.

A new 4-H Horticulture Club will be starting at the Extension
office under the direction of Matt Chadwick, the new Ag and
Natural Resources Agent. The club will meet Tuesday, March 18,
from 3:30-5 p.m. All interested youth are encouraged to attend.

C.C. Public Library to
present Animal Tales

Special to the Ledger
The Calloway County Public
Library will present a special
Animal Tales program entitled
Reptile Scales and Tails on
Tuesday, March 25, from 1:302:30 p.m.,in the library meeting
'room.
Reptile Scales and Tails is 45The following is a reminder of an event scheduled this weekend
50
minutes in length and feathat was recently published in the Murray Ledger & Times:
tures five to six live animals
Mariah Elizabeth Duncan,daughter of Jim and Angie Duncan
including a large tortoise,
of Lynnville and Cody Harrison,son of Barry and Cresti Harrison
lizards and snakes. Participants
of Almo, will be married Saturday, March 15. Invitations were sent. will be asked to interact with the

U16 coed soccer team to form

4-H HorticultUre Club to meet

pus and will feature a Q & A
session and optional scene work
opportunity. All ages are welcome.
Topics include useful casting
information, SAG-AFIRA,acting for screen versus stage and
how to book roles for all ages
and types.
A cash registration fee may be
paid at the door. Call(118)4425952 for more information or to
RSVP.

Mariah Smith, Owner

a woman's
boutique for

ALL
occasions &
rr-#4
ow
to 8/

Krista & Jared Vincent
Meredith & Adam Walters
Shama Willkans & Cameron Stockwyll
Chasity & Mark York

women!
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102 MARKET STREET COURT SQUARE, WEST PARIS, TN • 731-641-1390

& Accessories

"Howe ofAll Things Nursery"
20 N.126 St.•Murray
753-7534
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MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY CHURCH DIRECTORY
This local church directory is brought to you by these businesses who encourage all to attend worship services.
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201 S. Third St. • Murray, KY
270-753-2411
www.theihchurchillfuneralhome.com
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"Friends of the Family Since 1847"

Iferitage 'Family Tuneraf fortie
1804 State Route 121 North • Murray
(270)753-8888

wnorrau,

2129 Graham Road

Our Siupr.roomR Open Mffn

612 South 9th Stree• • 753-571 Q

• Murray
MEMORIAL BAPTIST CHURCH
906 Main Street
Sunday School 9:40 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:50 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
1406 Sycamore
Saturday Worship 9:30 a.m.
Saturday Sabbath School 10:30 a.m.

MT. HOREB FREEWILL BAPTIST
200 Walnut Street
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.: Worship 11:00 a.m.

SSEMBLIES OF GOD

NEW MT. CARMEL BAPTIST CHURCH
2755 State Route 121 South
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m.& 6:00 p.m.

HOPE HARBOR CHURCH
2771 State Route 94 East
Sunday Worship 10:30 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

NORTHSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
884 Radio Road • Almo
Sunday Worship 10:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

BAPTIST
BETHANY BAPTIST CHURCH
232 Artesian Drive • New Concord
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m.

NEW PROVIDENCE BAPTIST CHURCH
90 Providence Lane • Hazel
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

BLOOD RIVER BAPTIST CHURCH
Dunbar Road (Hwy. 444) • New Concord
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

OLD SALEM ROAD MISSIONARY BAPTIST
2447 Old Salem Road
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.: Worship 11:00 a.m.

CHERRY CORNER BAPTIST CHURCH
822 Cherry Corner Road
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worshlp 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

OWENS CHAPEL BAPTIST CHURCH
6504 Airport Road • Kirksey
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. 8'6:00 p.m.

COLDWATER BAPTIST CHURCH
8400 State Rout* 121 • Farmington
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

POPLAR SPRING BAPTIST CHURCH
749 Poplar Spring Drive
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 8:45 a.m., 11:00 a.m. & 6]00 p.m,

DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
97 West Drive • Dexter
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

SALEM BAPTIST CHURCH
1034 Browns Grove Road • Lynn Grove
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:30 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

EASTWOOD BAPTIST CHURCH
2191 State Route 94 East
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

SCOTTS GROVE BAPTIST CHURCH
2317 Hwy. 641
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

ELM GROVE BAPTIST CHURCH
6483 State Route 94 East
Sunday School 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:00 iLivt, it 6:00 p.m.

SINKING SPRING BAPTIST CHURCH
4185 Wiswell Road West
Sunday School 10:00 am.
Sunday Worship 1100 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

EMMANUEL MISSIONARY BAPTIST
1614 State Route 121 North
Sunday Sehool 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

SPRING CREEK BAPTIST CHURCH
995 Spring Road • Almo
Sunday School 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:00 a.m. & 6:30 p.m.

FAITH MISSIONARY BAPTIST
Highway 641 to Brandon Road • Hazel
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:30 p.m.

ST. JOHN MISSIONARY BAPTIST
122 Spruce Street
Sunday School 930 a.m.; Worship 11:00 a.m.

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
203 South 4th Street
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
Sunday Worship 8:30 a.m., 11:00 a.m. & 5:30 p.m.

SUGAR CREEK BAPTIST CHURCH
1888 Faxon Road
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 1100 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

FLINT BAPTIST CHURCH
1350 Flint Road
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:45 p.m.

THE SPRING - EL MANATIAL
901 B Coldwater Road (behind the Tropics)
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.(Spanish/English)
Sunday Worship 8:30 a.m.(Eng) & 10:30 a.m.(Sp)

GREATER HOPE MISSIONARY BAPTIST
711 River Road
Sunday School 11:15 a.m.
Wednesday Youth & Adult Bible Study 6:30 p.m

Ii

VICTORY BAPTIST CHURCH
1483 Bazzell Cemetery Road
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 1100 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

GRACE BAPTIST CHURCH
617 South 9th Street
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:45 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

WEST FORK MISSIONARY BAPTIST
5179 Hwy. 121 North
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

HARDIN BAPTIST CHURCH
6867 US Hwy. 641 North • Hardin
Sunday School 8:00,9:15 & 10:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 8:00, 9:15, 10:30 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

WESTSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
207 Robertson Road South
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:30 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

HAZEL BAPTIST CHURCH
301 Gilbert Street • Hazel
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:30 a.m & 6:30 p.m.

CAT1101,IC

LEDBETTER MISSIONARY BAPTIST
125 Ledbetter Road
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

--Sita
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1001 Whitnell Drive • Murray
(270) 753-1916
www.murrayledger.com

KIRKSEY CHURCH OF CHRIST
3923 Kirksey Road • Kleksey
Sunday School 10:00 a.m..
Sunday Worship 10:50 a.m. & 7:00 p.m.

I

DEXTER PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
505 Church Street • Dexter
Sunday School 10:00 a.m
Sunday Worship 11:00?a.yro. & 8:00 p.m.

NIF:rHopisT

NEW CONCORD CHURCH OF CHRIST
121 Artesian Drive • New Concord
Sunday Bible Classes 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 9:50 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

FAITH TABERNACia CHURCH
525 Peeler Road • Dexter
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:30 p.m.
MURRAY FIRST UNITED PENTECOSTAL
1945 State Route 121 North
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 6:00 p.m.

BROOKS CHAPEL UNITED METHODIST
4211 Brooks Chapel Road • Dexter
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m.
& 1st/3rd Sun. at 6:00 p.m.

NEW PROVIDENCE CHURCH OF CHRIST
60 Christian Lane • Hazel
Sunday Bible Study 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:00 a.m. & 5:00 p.m.

NEW CONCORD UNITED PENTECOSTAL
166 Dunbar Road • New Concord
Sunday Worship 10:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

COLDWATER UNITED METHODIST
8317 State Route 121 North
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m

PLEASANT VALLEY CHURCH OF CHRIST
51 Oakcrest Drive
Sunday Worship 10:45 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

NEW JENNY RIDGE PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
2604 Highland Road
Sunday Worship 10:30 am. & 6:00 p.m.

PENTECOSTAL CHURCH OF GOD

COLES CAMPGROUND UNITED METHODIST
1449 Coles Campground Road
Sunday School 9:50 a.m.; Worshlp 8:50 a.m.

UNION GROVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
2081 Poor Farm Road
Sunday Bible Class 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:50 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

DEXTER-HARDIN UNITED METHODIST
5161 Radio Road
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.; Worship 11:00 a.m.

UNIVERSITY CHURCH OF CHRIST
801 North 12th Street
Sunday Bible Classes 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:00 a.m. & 5:00 p.m.

FIRST UNITED METHODIST
503 Maple Street
Sunday School 9:50 a.m.
Sunday Worship 8:45 a.m. & 11:00 a.m.

WEST MURRAY CHURCH OF CHRIST
Corner of Doran Road & Holiday Rd.
Sunday Worship 10:50 a.m. & '6:00 p.m.

GOSHEN UNITED METHODIST
4726 State Route 121 North • Stella
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.; Worship 9:00 a.m.
HAZEL UNiTEDIMETHODIST
505 Main Street • Hazel
Sunday Worship 945 a.m.

KIRKSEY UNITED METHODIST
3665 Klritsey Road • Kirksey
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.; Worship 11:00 a.m.
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LIBERTY CUMBERLAND PRESBYTERIAN
150 Liberty Church Road
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m.

Glo

NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
CUMBERLAND PRESBYTERIAN
2129 Graham Road
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m.

Glory
March
Special
Arnold
or Pat

UNITY CUMBERLAND PRESBYTERIAN
1929 East Unity Church Road • Hardin
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:30 p.m.
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Open 800-500
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Murray's Favorite Steakhouse!
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753-4830
2477 State Route 94 East • Murray
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FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
1601 Main Street
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:45 a.m

r
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It's Gotta Be O's."

12701 753-7109

TRINITY CHRISTIAN CENTER
601 North 19th Street
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:50 a.m. & 6 p.m.

INDEPENDENCE UNITED METHODIST
1118 Independence Road • Dexter
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.. Worship 11:00 a.m.
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CALVARY TEMPLE
2645 Hwy. 641 South
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:30 p.m.

GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED METHODIST
84 Cherry Corner Road
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.; Worship 11:00 a.m.

1-800-858-0492
1393 State Route 45 North • Mayfield, KY

ict. 1)1. •

BETHEL PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
407 Bethel Road
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 5:00 p.m.

BETHEL UNITED METHODIST
1267 Bethel Road
Sunday School 10:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 9:30 a.m.
& 2nd/4th Sun. at 6:00 p.m.

MT. OLIVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
586 Parker Road • Kirksey
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship MOO a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

Office Technology Specialists

Karen Glover
A(Ini in i5tra tar

PENTECOSTA.I.
BETHEL FELLOWSHIP
9950 State Route 94 East
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

LUTHERAN

WELLNESS CENTER

LEDGER&TIMES

WAYMEN CHAPEL
407 Barnett Street • Hazel
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.: Worship 11:00 a.m.

IMMANUEL LUTHERAN CHURCH
100 South 15th
Bible Study 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:30 a.m.

001
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TEMPLE HILL UNITED METHODIST
3878 Almo-Shiloh Road • Dexter
Sunday School 9:00 a.m.; Worship 10:00 a.m.

JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES
1052 State Route 121 North
Public Talk 9:30 a.m.
Watchtower Study 10:30 am.

HICKORY GROVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
976 Jackson Road • Almo
Sunday Bible Class 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:00 a.m. & 5:00 p.m.

619 S. 4th St.• 753-6531

753-3540

SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE UNITED METHODIST
5671 Crossland Road
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.; Worship 10:45 a.m

JEHOVAH'S ‘V FINESSES

HAZEL CHURCH OF CHRIST
301 Center Street • Hazel
Sunday Bible Study 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 9:50 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

Ipert

Budding Blocks & Ready Mix Concrete

RUSSELL CHAPEL UNITED METHODIST
229 Rowlett Trail
Sunday School 11:00 a.m.; Worship 9:30 a.m.

NEW LIFE CHRISTIAN CENTER
Corner of 3rd & Maple
Sunday Worship 10:30 a.m.

GREEN PLAIN CHURCH OF CHRIST
3980 Murray-Paris Road • Hazel
Sunday Bible Study 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:45 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

Cunningham
Auto Repair

FITTS BLOCK 6
READY MIX CO.

PALESTINE UNITED METHODIST
2356 Palestine Church Road • Dexter
Sunday School 9:45 am.
Sunday Worship 10:45 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

MURRAY FAMILY CHURCH
411 Maple Street
Sunday School 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:00 a.m.

GLENDALE ROAD CHURCH OF CHRIST
1101 Glendale Road
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 9:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

r ra
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WWWWIOULCOM COOP

East Main Street

FRIENDSHIP CHURCH OF CHRIST
50 Kirk Ridge Road
Sunday Bible Study 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

The Oldest Independent Repair Shop In Murray

Mon -Fri. 8-5:30
Sat 8.4
1-877-954-8748

MASONS CHAPEL UNITED METHODIST
84 Murray Paris Road • Hazel
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.; Worship 11:00 a.m

HIGHER PRAISE WORSHIP CENTER
5623 Hwy. 641 North
Sunday Praise/Worship
10:30 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

Deuteronomy 7:9

1•11,V,
V

MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED METH01111k.
1619 Martin Chapel Road
Sunday School 10:15 a.m.; Worship 9:00 a.m

HARVEST LAND CITY GATE
1714 Plainview Drive
Wednesday Worship 6:30 p.m.
Saturday Worship 6:00 p.m.

DEXTER CHURCH OF CHRIST
157 Walnut Street South • Dexter
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:30 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

thefaithful God. which keepeth covenant and
mercy with them that love hint and keep his
commandments to a thousand generations:

Mayfield, KY
_1

COLDWATER CHURCH OF CHRIST
8467 State Route 121 North
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:15 a.m. & 1:00 p.m.

Know therefore that the Lord thy God,he is God.

1002 Cuba Rd.

LYNN GROVE UNITED METHODIST
37 Browns Grove Road
Sunday School 9:1700 a.m., Worship 9:30 •.m

HARMONY MENNONITE CHURCH
83 Honeybee Lane
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 6:00 p.m.

ST JOHN'S EPISCOPAL CHURCH
1620 West Maln Street
Sunday School 9:00 a.m Worship 10:30 a.m.

801 Walmart Drive • 270-761-3888

VI/1111PT MI
•IELIIC

CHURCH OF THE UVING GOD
502 North LP Miller Street
Sunday Bible School 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:30 a.m. & 7:00 p.m.

ALMO CHURCH OF CHRIST
955 Almo Road • Almo
Sunday Bible School 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 9:50 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

MURRAY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
Campus Ministry to Students of MSU
1508 Chestnut Street
Sunday & Wednesday Worship 7:00 p.m.

OPEN 11:00 9-30 SEVEN DAYS A WEEK

i

CHURCH OF CHRIST

CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST OF LDS
602 South 16th Street
Sacrament Meeting 10:00 am.
Sunday School 11:10 a.m.

5ti4et, Sushi & Grill
CHINESE • AMERICAN • JAPANESE
Over 180 Items... ALL YOU CAN EAT

W

CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY CHURCH
1201 South 16th Street
Children s Sunday School 11:03 a.m.; Worship 10.30 a.m

FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
111 North 5th Street
Sunday School 9:00 a.m.; Worship 10:15 a.m.

‘ic 4 IMACIIIING

HAFIF

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE SOCIETY
1634 Main Street
Sunday School 10.30 a.m.: Worship 10:30 a.m.

CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER-DAY SAINTS

CHRISTIAN

LOCUST GROVE BAPTIST CHURCH
1871 Locust Grove Road
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

'. 40IF

INDEPENDENT

WILLIAMS CHAPEL CHURCH OF CHRIST
7793 State Route 94 West
Sunday Worship 10:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

ST. LEO CATHOLIC CHURCH
401 North 12th Street
Saturday Mass 5:00 p.m.
Sunday Mesa 8:00 a.m. & 11:00 a.m.

KIRKSEY BAPTIST CHURCH
263 eackusburg Road • Klritsey
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:30 p.m.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE SERVICES

Ckisfian Zosaisfore
*
si Corner of 5th & Main • Court Square
753-1622

1101 Glendale Rd • Murray • 753-3714
www.glendaleroadchurch org
BA(K
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Various churches have released information concerning their worship services for the coming weekend as follows:
North Pleasant Grove Cumberland Presbyterian: The Rev.
Charles Westfall, pastor, will speak at the II am. worship service.
Sinking Spring Baptist: Carl Butler, pastor, will speak at the II
a.m. and 6 p.m. worship services. Sunday School will be at 10 am.
Eastwood Baptist: Worship services will be held at II a.m. and 6
p.m. on Sunday and at 7 p.m. on Wednesday. Sunday school will be
at 10 a.m. The church is at 2191 KY 94 E., Murray.
Dexter Baptist: David Little, pastor, will speak at both the II
a.m. and 6 p.m. worship services. Sunday School will be at 10 a.m.
Oak Grove Cumberland Presbyterian: A worship service will
be held at II am. at the church, 2674 Magness Road. Sunday
school will be at 10 a.m.
Spirit of Christ: Kevin Trebing, pastor, will speak at the II a.m.
and 6 p.m. worship services. Sunday School will be at 9:45 a.m. For
more information call (270)761-4815.
ICirksey United MethodistChurch: David Allbritten, pastor,
will speak at the 11 am. worship service. Sunday School will be at
10 a.m. Their website is www.kirkseyumc.org. For more information call (270)489-2910.
Palestine United Methodist Church: Robert McKinney, pastor,
will speak at the 10:45 am. and 6 p.m. worship services. Sunday
school will be at 9:45 a.m. For eride to church,call Jimmy Burkeen
at 227-6373.
Poplar Spring Baptist Church: Rob !son, pastor, will speak at
the 8:45 a.m. and II a.m. worship services. The church is located at
749 Poplar Springs Drive.
Iglesias Bautista El Manantial: Ken Cummins will preach at the •
10:45 a.m. Spanish worship service. Spanish Sunday school will be
at 9:30 a.m. The church is located at 901B Coldwater Road.
The Spring: Ed Chapman will preach at the contemporary worship service at 8:30 a.m. Sunday school will be at 9:30 a.m. The
church is located at 90IB Coldwater Road.
Lynn Grove United Methodist Church: Sunday School will be
at 9 a.m. Worship will be at 9:30 a.m. The church is located just off
KY 94 W. in the Lynn Grove community at 37 Browns Grove Road.
St. Leo Parish: Vigil Mass will be at 5 p.m. Saturday. A Spanish
Mass will be at 6:30 p.m. Saturday. Sunday Masses will begin at 8
a.m. and 11 a.m.
Bethany Baptist Church: Sunday School will be at 10 a.m.
Pastor David Cunningham will lead morning *worship at II a.m.The
church is located at 232 Artesian Dr., New Concord.
Russell Chapel United Methodist Church: Pastor Ronnie
Burkeen will speak at the 9:30 a.m. worship service. Sunday school
for all ages will be at 11 am. For more information or a ride call
753-7060,753-3949 or 227-1566.
Hazel Church of Christ: Mackie Gallimore, minister, will speak
at the 9:50 a.m. service.
Locust Grove Baptist: Ryker Wilson will speak at II a.m. service.
Greater-Hope Baptist Church: Rev. lesion Q. Catlett, church
minister, 0411 speak at the 11:15 a.m. worship service
Good Shepherd United Methodist Church: Worship service
will be at 11 a.m. Adult Sunday School is at 10 a.m. Rev.Tim Escue
is pastor,
Glendale Road Church of Christ; Jason Hart will speak at the
9 a.m. worship service on "It is Finished, Part 2," with scripture
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CHURCHES
Greater Hope Baptist to hold fundraiser
Saturday, March 15, at 2 p.m., Greater Hope Baptist will sponsor
its first "Taste of Greater Hope". Several food selections will be
offered for tasting. The church is asking for a $5 donation in
advance. For information and tickets, contact Rosa Hudspeth (270)
227-4852 or Pastor Jevon Catlett (731)613-0494.

Williams Chapel to host annual singing
Williams Chapel Church of Christ on KY 94 in the Lynn Grove
community will host its annual singing on Friday, March 28,from
7-11 p.m. The public is invited to attend.

Glorybound to meet Friday
Glorybound Christian Entertainment Ministry will meet Friday,
March 14, at 7 p.m., at Goshen Family Fellowship Center, Stella.
Special music guests . will be Echoes From Calvery ind April
Arnold. For more information contact Renee Taylor(270)'753-8214
"
or Pat Lea (270)227-8833.

from John 16:20-22. Hart will also speak at the 6 p.m. service.
First Baptist: Pastor Keith Inman will speak at the 8:30 a.m.. and
II a.m.,service on a message from the sermon series from the
Gospel of Mark. Bible Study will be at 9:45 a.m. Evening worship
(Vesper Service) will be at 5:30 p.m., lead by Pastor Keith Inman.
South Pleasant Grove United Methodist: Pastor Eugene
Nichols will speak at the 10:45 a.m., worship service.
The sermon topic will be "What DQCS It Take?" from John 3:1-17.
Special music will be "Nailing My Sins To His Cross." Sunday
school will begin at 9:45 a.m.
First Christian (Disciples): Rev. Dr. Ruth Ragovin will speak at
the 10:15 am.,service on "My Love Affair with Jesus," with scripture from !Corinthians 13:1-13. Music will be "I Know That My
Redeemer Lives" by the Chancel Choir.
Goshen United Methodist: The Rev. David Allbritten will speak
at the 9 a.m., worship service on "A Change of Vision"- with scripture from John 3:1-7. Sunday school will be at 10:15 a.m. Bible
Study and youth group will be at 6 p.m.
Scotts Grove Baptist: John Denham, Pastor, will speak at the II
a.m. and 6 p.m. service. At 11 a.m., the message will be "What
Floats Your Boat" with scripture from Jeremiah 9:23-24. Special
music will be provided by Jena Flood, Lucas Morton, Tammy
Garland and Jessica Filter. Sunday school will be at 10 a.m.
AWANA Missions will meet at 5:30 p.m.
Grace Baptist: Sammy Cunningham will speak at the 19,:45
and 6 p.m., service. Sunday School will be at 9:30 a.m. Special
music will be provided by Lindsey Rucker and Mindy DeShields at
the morning worship service and Linda Norsworthy and Gunner
Nance will present special music at the esening service.
Westside Baptist: Matt Ellis, senior pastor, will speak at the
10:30 a.m., worship service on "The Secret of Power-filled Living,"
from Ephesians 1:19-23. Special music will be "For Heaven's
Sake." He will speak at the 6 p.m. service on "How do You Know
The Bible Is True. part 2."
Memorial Baptist: Pastor Martin Severns will speak at the 8:30
a.m., 10:50 a.m., and 5:55 p.m. services. Special music will be provided by Interim worship leader Ryan Thornton. The message series
will be "Art of Marriage.
Northside Baptist Church: Pastor Brett Miles will speak on
-Are You Ready for the Rapture?" with scripture from 1
Thessalonians 1:1-10 at the 10 a.m., worship service with special
music provided by Kathy Ligon. Pastor Miles will speak on " On
Feb. 17,2348 BC It Started to Rain," with scripture from Genesis 7
at the 6 p.m. service. Sunday School will be at 9 a.m.
First United Methodist:
Dr. Rick C. Dye will speak at both
the 8:45 a.m. early light service and the II a.m. traditional service
on "Being Born Again," with scripture from John 3:1-17. Sunday
School will be at 9:50 a.m.
University Church of Christ: Charley Bazzell will speak at the
10 a.m., service on "Everyone Needs a Zacchaeus-Wise Choices."
Wes Claiborne will speak at the 5 p.m., worship service on "Men
and Women-Work and Workshop," with scripture from Genesis 2.
Sunday school will be at 9 a.m.
Friendship Church of Christ: Charles Taylor will speak at the II
a.m. service. At 5 p.m., Joey Glisson will speak.
First Presbyterian: The Rev. Carol .Wade will speak at the 10:45
a.m., worship service. Old Testament reading will be from Genesis
12: I-4a and New Testament reading will be from John 3:1-21.

2 weeks'after waking up in
body bag,Miss man dies
LEXINGTON, Miss.(AP) —
A coroner says a 78-year-old
Mississippi man has died two
weeks after he woke up in a
body bag at a funeral home after
being mistakenly pronounced
deceased.
Holmes County Coroner
Dexter Howard says Walter
Williams died at his home in
Lexington around 1 a.m.
Thursday. The cause, was not
released.
Williams story went viral
after he was pronounced dead
on Feb. 26. At Porter and Sons
Funeral Home, workers were
getting ready to embalm him
when Williams started to move.
Williams was rushed to a hospital and he was released a few

days later. Doctors say a mix of
medicines may have caused his
vital signs to appear unresponsive.
Family members also said
Williams' pacemaker may have
stopped working and started
again.

Questioning God
Question: Sometimes I get so discouraged
with lite that I find myself questioning God's
ways in the world. Isn't it wrong to question
God?
Answering: To question God's ways with a
spirit of defiance as if we know better than he
does is foolish arrogance. As the prophet Isaiah
said,"Does the clay say to the potter,'What are
you making?"' (Isaiah 45:9 NIV). However,
throughout
the Bible we often see how the Lord
What Would
God has graciously accepted the questions and
Jesus Do? doubts of his people in their confusion and pain.
By Richard
His response primarily depends on our attitude
Youngblood,
and
approach to questioning him.
Minister of
The reasons for not questioning God are based
University
on his infinite power and wisdomras opposed to
Church of
Christ
our limited ability to understand the world and
life. A maker understands how that which he
has made can best function. As creator of all things in our vast universe, God knows things that all of our scientific investigation will
never discover. The letter to the Romans proclaims:"Oh,the depth
of the riches of the wisdom and knowledge of God! How unsearchable his judgments, and his paths beyond tracing out! 'Who has
known the mind of the Lord? Or who has been his counselor?'
'Who has ever given to God,that God should repay him?' For from
him and through him and to him are all things. To him be the glory
forever! Amen"(Romans 11:33-36).
On the other hand, the Bible often tells us about confused and
hurting people crying out to God for an explanation of things happening in their lives. A majority of the Psalms are "complaints" of
God's people,in discouragement,questioning God's ways and seeking understanding and help. For example, the author of Psalm 13
cried out:"How long,0 LORD? Will you forget me forever? How
long will you hide your face from me? How long must I wrestle
with my thoughts and every day have sorrow in my heart? (Psalm
13:1-4).
Job also questioned God's ways as he faced severe physical and
emotional pain. He questioned why God had even bothered to make
him (Job 10:18). Why God hid his face? (Job 13:24). Why the
wicked lived so long and became so powerful?(Job 217). Why did
God not respond to Job's anguish? (Job 33:13). At one point, Job
cried out: "Even today my complaint is bitter; his hand is heavy in
spite of my groaning. If only I knew where to find him; if only I
could go to his dwelling! I would state my case before him and fill
my mouth with arguments"(Job 23:1-4). Job was mistaken in some
of his preliminary conclusions, but God did not chastise him for his
questioning of this situation in life. No. it is not always wrong to
question God. He can handle our frustration, confusion and discouragement.
When you have questions about God and his ways in our world
consider that our unanswered questions does not mean there are no
answers. In fact, our cries to God may:bring a much needed opportunity for him to help us in ways not'pessible otherwise. Our Lord
God may not give the answers because we are incapable of understanding. He did not answer Job's "why" questions. However,God
did reassure Job by directing attention to his works of creation. By
observing God's handiwork and care for animals, Job was able to
see reasons to trust God's power,wisdom and goodness(Job 38-4 I ).
Like Job, we need to maintain an attitude of faith in God's wisdom
even when we can't understand. This is one reason the writers of
the Psalms followed their complaints and questions with statements
of trust in the Lord (Psalm 13:5-6).
Don't be afraid to question God with honesty in your heart. But
always be ready to listen for his answer and learn how to trust him
even in the most difficult circumstances in life. Our God is faithful.
In his wisdom, he may not always give what we ask; but he will
never forsake us(Hebrews 12:5). He will be patient as long as we
are genuine with him.
[Send questions or comments to University Church of Christ.
801 N.12th,Murray,KY 42071 orphone 270-753-1881. This article is reproduced on the web: www.nchristorg I

Southern Gospel Singers United
Presents...

Get Ready - Jesus is Coming Soon!
Convention style concert
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REVIVAL SERVICES
TFIE SPRING
BAPTIST CHURCH
-

Evangelist: Bobby Sellars

Contemporary Music by:The Spring Band
SERVICE TIMES
Sunday, March 16 • 8:30 a.m. •
Sunday-Wednesday, March 16-19 • 7:00 p.m. nightly

901B Coldwater Rd.(Behind Tropics Tanning)
Ed Chapman,Associate Pastor for The Spring
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Comejoin usfor a spirit-filled evening ofgospel music at

Westside Baptist Church
207 Robertson Road South, Murray
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Extra Farm INCOME
DEER ##
TIMBERivs
eer income exceeds timber income 400%
Insured
Controlled
Managed
$30/acte
paid annually to you
For the lease of
your property
(er.$30 x 100acres =MOO annually)
no propesty loo small

local [Doran]270-436-2626
•

Lynn Grove
Self Storage
270-519-0143
Cliff & Laura Key
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IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
Infinity Group is hiring for
Pella Corporation in Murray, KY
Assembly Operators!
Are you an individual that loves working
with your hands and building a quality
product? If so, please send resume to
idavld@inflrp.com or call 270-767-2518
An equal opportunity employer
Post-offer drug screen & baokground check required

Caregiver Support Program
Coordinator
The Purchase Area Development District
(PADD) is seeking a qualified individual for the
position of Caregiver Support Program
Coordinator for the eight counties of the
Purchase District. Responsibilities include
working with caregivers of the elderly and
grandparent caregivers by establishing client
eligibility, arranging appropriate services,
documenting all client contacts using a webbased electronic data collection system,
monitonng client progress, making referrals,
etc. Skills required include excellent verbal and
written communication, self-direction and
excellent organizational skills, ability to relate
to others, and experience in Microsoft Word
applications. Knowledge of senior and/or
disability services and experience in client case
management is preferred. Other duties include
coordinating and/or facilitating support groups,
arranging educational opportunities, performing
outreach activities, and overall program
management_ Applicant mbst have a
bachelor's degree in Social Work, Gerontology,
Psychology. Sociology or a field relevant to
gehatrics. Travel required.
The PADD offers an attractive
compensation program.
Send cover letter and resume to PADD,
Attn: Human Services Director, PO Box 588,
Mayfield, KY 42066.
The PADD is an EDE/AA/ADA employer.
Position will remain open until filled.
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753-BRIZ CABZ hiring
FT/PT. Must be 25
years old with no tickets in last 3 years.
270.753-2749.

"ANTIQUES", gas, oil
& soda signs pump,
military Call Larry
753-3633

BARTENDER - Will
train for beer garden
Flexible
hours
Pleasant and outgoing
731-232-6045

Planning a yard sale?
Wishing to sell now?
antiques,
Buying
advertising, gas & oil
items Coca-Cola signs
and collectibles.
270-293-4510

HENRY Farmers Coop at Midway. Class A
CDL, Pick up application 4075 US Hwy 641
S Murray
Data Voice & Fiber
Optic Cable Installers
Experience a Plus
Travel required.
Email resume to:
mhathome4
datalinkcomm.com

Sta Address;
City

MOSIER Log Homes is
looking for temporary
construction help for a
project starting midMarch. Call 812-3664817. Ask for Russell.
PART-TIME
Food
Service. Experience
preferred. Must be 18,
flexible with schedule
including some weekends and holidays.
check
Background
required. Apply in person at Emeritus 905,
Glendale Rd., Murray
KY. No phone calls.
NURSING
OPPORTUNITIES
Parkview Nursing and
Rehabilitation Center
in Paducah
CHARGE NURSE RN / LPN
Full-time and PRN
positions available for
all shifts. Must be a
Kentucky-licensed
nurse. Long-term care
experience preferred.
We offer great pay and
benefits to full-time
askciates in a team oriented
environment.
Cindy Ivy
270-443-6543 270442-3312 Fax
544 Lone Oak Rd.
Paducah, KY 42003
Cynthiaivy@LCCA.co
Visit us: LCCA.com
EOE/M/FN/D - 46841
PEPPERS Automotive
Group Sales Position
available. Experience
preferred but not necessary. Apply in person
0 2420 East Wood St..
Paris TN.
See Chuck Hutson.
SALES/CLERICAL.
Paint, decorating retail.
knowledge of selecting
colors, making paint
and flooring sales
experience preferred.
Apply 1204 Johnson
Blvd, Murray.
SEASONAL CDL driver. Class A required.
Apply in person at
1266 Brewers Hwy.
Hardin. EOE
SPORTSMAN Anchor
Resort & Marina is
looking for
dock
hand/groundskeeper
housekeeping, clerks
Part-time, starts immediately. Rita or Sharon
270-354-6568 for appt

o-n
Position Wanted

Zip

State
Daytime Ph.

Mail this coupon witlipayment to:

Ledger & Time.
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071

Murray

Or call (270)753-1918
a.

4 or 5BR Houses
Lease & Deposit
Required
270-753-4109
nicholsent com
/properties

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

[Appliances

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS
605

E South

CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519
12th,
Murray
r S.

New 2-4

Small. 2BR $425 + dep
and 1 year lease
270-227-6431

119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

12th St

(270) 753-1713

Bedroom homes in
Riverfield Estates
SBG Real Property
Professionals
293-7872
rural
3BR/1.5
BA
neighborhood. Perfect
for young family. Huge
yard
w/tool
shed.
Attached
garage.
270.978.2861
OT
270.436.5927
Newly remodeled 4
bedroom brick in Lynn
Grove area. 2 Bath.
hardwood floors, new
C/ H/A, on natural gas,
large 2 acte lot. 2 large
buildings.
storage
REduced price.
293-1231

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE

150

Experienced
house
keeper
available
Excellent references
Reasonable rates. Cal
270.978.8126

Name

460
Homes For Sale

Houses For Rent

Want to Buy

Articles
For Sale

720 S. 4TH ST.
Corner of 121S. & (;lendale.

must
see,
New,
Used
Hoveround.
Twice. Don't want to
store it. Call between
8am - 10pm. $700
270-366-2827

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
'Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
'We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.

JANOME & SINGER
sewing machines
ORECK Vacuums
Quilts starting at 559
G.E. Financing

908-C S 12th

USED TIRES

10x15's
(270) 436-2524

IOW's &

SINGER
SALES 6,VAC

EMI
Commerical Prop. For Rent
[

eel-Alr Center
(270)753-5323
160
Home Furnishings
BRAND NEW PILLOW
Top Mattress Sets. Stil
in plastic, King $385,
Full $185.
(270)293-4121
Queen Pillow Top mattress set. NEW in plastic. $195. Can Deliver
270-293-4121_

Lawn Care
HIC
Licensed & Insured
Free Estimates
270.853 3140
320
Apartments For Rent
1 OR 2br apts. nea
Murray
downtown
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.
1BR apt in various
Coleman
locations.
Real Estate
270-753-9898
1BR effeciency apt
near downtown. 1
occupant only, no pets,
no smoking. $300/mo
plus utilities. Deposit
required. Call
293-2843
Apt.
EFFICIENCY
Partial utilities paid.
$275/mo plus deposit.
References required
270.753.2934
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Fnday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #711
VERY nice 4BR. 2BA,
newly remodeled. New
appliances & fixtures
throughout. Coleman
Real Estate
270-753-9898

3 BR/1BA 601 Olive
$675 270.293.5221
3BR Home, Newly
remodeled.
270-753-9898
38FV2BA 1800 sq ft
$1200/mo plus utilities
Deposit required. Call
270-753-9999.

Tue.1p.m,

Thursday

Thu( 12p.m.

Saturday

140
Help Wanted

Mon.12

Wednesday

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Natasha Hutson
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
020

FO.10a.m.

Monday

$8.50 Column Inch, 60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Peraii.)
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide;

14. 15, 16 inch
Starting at S20
mounted

Call 753-5606
Used Cars

Warehouse building
3375 sqft with 2 overhead doors & office.
719 S 4th St
270.753.5976'

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES

270-753-4461

05 GulfStream 321,
Sleeps 8, Chevy chasis, 11K miles; garage
kept. New inside & out.
'
270.293.1231

Pets 8 Supplies

410
Public Sale
AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859

Real Estate
REAL ESTATE FOR
SALE. Apartment building and duplexes. Visit
nicholsent.com/properties or call
270-753-4109

A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)

24/7 Surveillance • Electricity
We Now Have 80 Climate Control Units

BAILEYS
LAWN CARE

812 WIiltisall Ave.

753-3853

LAWN MOWING
LAWN CLEAN-UP
Takin

New Clients

Residential &
Cornmercial
270.293.3161

GARLANCi
RENTAL

FRAME'S TREE
SERVICE &
DEBRIS REMOVAL
rr24 Hour
Emergency Service
*Locally owned
'Licensed & Insured
Ron Frame
(270) 227-3140
(270) 474-0323

"If you've got it, we can store it
For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations:
• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N. 12th St.
• MBC Storage- 1900-N. 12th St.
Lights, Electricity. and 24/7 Surveillance
• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E
•Brand New Motortome Boat Storage

••••

All sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE

270-753-2905

*Removal
'Firewood
*Insured

(270) 499-2839

We Finance
hoilandmotorsales com

Services Offered

Obedience
DOG
glendhenmere.com
(270)436-2858

MINI
SiKORAGE
ULM —0111111
All Size Units

'Stump Grinding

*4.

2,300SOFT
Office/Retail/
Warehouse Space
602 Maple Street
170-753-9964

ON BEA

436-5141 A-AFFORD
ABLE Hauling. Clea,
out garages, gutter,
Junk & tree work.

*Trimming

490

VISA

-270-978-1204
Carpentry
All
Construction. Homes,
decks,
remodeling,
porches,
screened
garages, sagging, rot-,
ten floors, termite damage, home and mobile
753-0353
repair.
Larry Nimmo

Hill Electric
Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or
small

753-9562
www.hillelectric.com

HALL'S WASTE
MANAGEMENT

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors,LLC
Industrial/Commercial/Residential

• ueekl)
• locally owned/operated

James C Gallimore

759-1151 • 293-2783

WWW.GECLLC.NET

293-2784

(270) 759-0890

Hill Appliance
Repair
Serving
West Kentucky

Jason Hill

McCUISTON

(270)226-0194

R 00FING

Service on all
major brands
licensed & Insured

Replacement and Repair

270-293-1924
Free Estimates
Licensed & Insured
Protecting your house like
It Is our house!

HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
& TRUCKING
All Your Septic Needs
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch

.Home improvements
'•Bath t Kitchen
From Drywall & Painting
To Plumbing
Flooring & Decks

(270)293-8686
Home & Office cleaning Great references,
Great Rates. Beautiful
jobll Theresa
270-978-9642

'Insured 'Sr Disc-ount
'Free Estimates
*Member OfAnges List

kentuckylake
rernodelIng.com
270-436-5959

Greg Mansfield

Garage Door
Sales & Maintenance
6" Continuous Gutters
Gmat Hometown Service
DOR 't spend your money out of
state
keep ,tiocaP'

12701 293-8480

WANT TO STAND OUT?
A 2x2 classified display ad is only $300
for a whole month in the Murray Ledger and Times
and in the Shopping Guide!

GET NOTICED
TODAY!
Call Natasha Hutson or
Molly Rogers at
(270) 753-1916.

Get an ad this
size for one
month for only
$300!

LESS THAN
$10
PER ISSUE!

MURRAY

EDGEROLTIMES

Gary
Jahr

:cr & I inirs

CLASSIFIEDS

Nllurray Ledger & Time,

Garage and Yard Sale Directory

Services Ottanla

4ES
Fn. 10 Lin.

—

—Fti.9ia

- lloduL
-lba121).1
- kelp/.
-11!al.12 p.m
-11a.12p.e.
VISA

•Handyrnan Services
•YarcI Work
•Gutters Cleaned
+tome Repairs
Gary 270-227-0420
John 270-350-7447

David's Home
Improvement
LL(
Darneyea Fkrors
Braces 8 F6ar Jotsts
Rerno0eing & Plurnlatog
Water

14 ow ING,peRvIcE

Mil Do Insurance

M aging
Trimming
Edging

Friday, March 14, 2014•9

Work

VtsaI. Mastercara Ager]

731-247-5422
270-293-2643

GARAGE SALE

MOVING SALE

YARD SALE

1538
Spring Creek
Fri & Sat
7am-Noon

4995
Pottertown

643 N 4th St

(94F lo 29) 5 mi on Rt)

Saturday
8am-4pm

Saturday
8 am -

Children's clothes,
women's & Men's
clothing, toys
household items,
electronics

Furrture pike box, bar,
cad records beer sops,
guitars dorm we
rerngerator

SUDOKU
Conceptis SudoKu

4
9

Bring your
quarters and
dollar bills

Itefeenoii &rabble

TR A‘'IS
ASPHALT

MOVING SALE

PRESCOTT
ROOFING

ing-Sratrioatnog
SIriping
t;nos
IO\i Tit t% IS

8378 St Rt 121 South

270-293-4256

Over 28 Years
Experience
Zach 270.873-7700
David 270-227-1106
Al Shrglas Hand Naha

9
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Tools, Dishes, antiques,
equipment, Miscellaneous
items. Everything must Go!
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WHAT'S FOK LUNCH?
BROUGHT TO YOU BY

Holder endorses proposed drug sentencing changes
WASHINGTON (AP) Attorney General Eric Holder is
endorsing a proposal that would
result in shorter prison sentences for many nonviolent drug
traffickers, saying the change
would rein in bloated federal
prison costs and create a fairer
criminal justice system.
Holder
was to appear
Thursday before the U.S.
Sentencing Commission, where
he was scheduled to announce
his support for a commission
proposal. to lower the guideline
penalties for
. certain drug
crimes.
The testimony is part of a
broader Justice Department
effort to overhaul punishment
for nonviolent drug dealers,
including seeking changes to
long mandatory sentences and
urging greater discretion for
judges in sentencing.

This overreliance on incarceration is not just financially
unsustainable, it comes with
human and moral costs that are
impossible to calculate," Holder
said in excerpts of his testimony,
obtained in advance by The
Associated Press.
The harshest penalties, he
said, should be reserved for
"dangerous and violent drug
traffickers."
Holder directed prosecutors in
August to stop charging many
nonviolent drug defendants with
offenses that carry mandatory
minimum sentences. He has also
said he also wants to divert people convicted of low-level
offenses to drug treatment and
community service programs
and to expand a prison program
to allow the release of some elderly, non-violent offenders.
Holder last year asked the

BERLIN (AP) — German
Chancellor Angela Merkel said
Thursday that Russia itisks
"massive" political and economic consequences if Moscow
does not enter into "negotiations
that achieve results" over the situation in Ukraine.'
In an address to Parliament,
Merkel told lawmakers the only
way out of the crisis is through
diplomacy and assured them
that "the use of the military is no
option."
But, she said, the European
implel
weiern nations
Union and other
would soon fr eze bank
ent travel
accounts and,
restrictions if Russia refused to
enter "negotiations that achieve
results and aren't just a play for

time."
If Moscow does not begin to
"deescalate" the situation then,
Merkel said the 28 European
Union nations, the United States
and other trans-Atlantic partners
were prepared to take even
stronger mepures that would hit
Russia economically.
"If Russia continues on its
course of the past .weeks that
will not only be a great catastrophe for Ukraine..." Merkel said
in the nationally televised
address. "It will cause massive
damage to Russia, both economically and politically."
She said Russia's decision to
deploy troops into Ukraine's
strategic Crimean Peninsula was
clear breach of international

Horoscope
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Saturday, March 15, 2014:
This year you head in a new direction and add to your life possibilities. Be willing to take a well-thought-out risk or two, but curb an
impulsive streak. If you follow your emotional and intuitive
thoughts, you will land well. If you are 'single, you could meet
someone of life significance in the next five months. The less you
think about this encounter, the better off you will be. Take your time
getting to know this person. If you are attached, you are in one of
the warmer periods of your relationship. Schedule plenty of one-onone time. VIRGO challenges you a bit too often Tor your taste.
; 4The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic.
.
Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult

imes

9

9
2
7
3
8
1
5
6
4

3

Thurs, Fri & Sat
7am - ?

commission to consider reductions in the sentencing guidelines for non-violent drug
crimes,
The
commission
responded with a proposal in
January that would tie many
drug offenses to shorter sentencing ranges.
The effect, the Justice
Department says, would be to
reduce by II months the average sentence of a drug trafficking offender and would trim the
federal Prison population by
roughly 6,550 inmates over the
next five years. About 70 percent of drug trafficking offenders would be affected by the
change.
The commission was not
expected to vote on the proposed change until at least April,
but Holder planned to instruct
prosecutors in the meantime not
to oppose sentencing recom-

mendations in line with the
newly proposed ranges.
A national association of prosecutors is opposing the proposal, arguing that the majority of
federal prisoners "have been
very bad actors for a long time."
"Rewarding convicted felons
with lighter sentences because
America can't balance its budget
doesn't seem fair to both victims
of crime and the millions of
families in America victimized
every year by the scourge of
drugs in America's communities," Raymond Morrogh, the
top prosecutor in Fairfax
County, Va., and the director-atlarge of the National District
Attorney Associations, said in
prepared remarks.
Thursday was Holder's second
appearance
before
the
Sentencing Commission.

Meikel: Russia risks huge consequences in Ukraine
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YEARRY'S Tree and
Lawn Service.Licensed
and insured. Free estimates. 436-2562,
227-0267

8
1
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.227.7002 Cabin Raven
.293.9233 Denham Room

Sudoku is a number-placing puma based on a 9x9 gnd with
several given numbers The opechs to place the numbers 1 to
9 in the empty squares so that each roe each column and each
3x3 box contains tie same number only once The doltscutty level
ol the Concepts Sudoeu increases troM Monday to Sunday

ARIES (March 21-April 19)
*** You might experience a lot of optimism throughout the day.
You'll feel good about those in your immediate circle, as you know
full well what will happen during your interactions. You could feel
inspired to head in your own direction. Tonight: A must appearance.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** Your romantic nature emerges. You also might have the
energy to do your taxes or some spring cleaning. You will head in
a direction where you feel comfortable to enjoy those you love.
You could be shocked by someone's reaction. Tonight: Be naughty
and nice.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** You will be much happier dealing with a family member
than you have been in a while, as this person seems to be extra
attentive, caring and open. A friend could have a strong reaction to
this per4n, but don't let it bother you. Tonight: Invite others over
for a fun evening.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** You'll speak your mind loud and clear. Others will hear you
and respond. You could be shocked by someone who you look up
to. You might not like what you hear, but your smile, positive attitude and a touch of sorrow will win the day. Tonight: Out and
about.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Curb a need to be sell-indulgent. Today you will be able to
back away from a touchy situation. You might have to contend with
a family member or someone in your personal life who decides to
show you how powerful he or she is. Tonight: Enjoy your fnends.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** Good luck, logic and compassion seem to surround you
today. This is not surprising, as you tend to be sincere and mod-

law, and that Moscow was bullying its weaker neighbor with
methods reminiscent of 19th
century European power politics.
She said western nations were
"working on a political and
diplomatic" path out of the crisis, including building a channel
for talks' directly between Kiev
and Moscow, but said any question of Crimea breaking away
from Ukraine was off the table.
"Let me be absolutely clear so
that there is no misunderstanding, the territorial integrity of
Ukraine is not up for discussion," she said.
Crimea plans to hold a referendum on Sunday that will ask
residents if they want the territo-

ry to become part of Russia.
Ukraine's

government

and

Germany and other Western
nations have denounced the referendum as illegitimate and
warned Russia against trying to
annex Crimea.
The EU has already suspended
negotiations over a preferential
visa program' with Russia and
other talks, and the bloc's foreign

ministers

will

meet

Monday to decide on more
measures if Moscow continues
on its current path, Merkel said.
"None of us want it to come to
this, but we are prepared and

on R. Young & or, Ronnie If
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Menus for the lunchrooms of the Calloway County Schools
and Murray City Schools for the week of March 17-21 have
been released by Kady Arant, Calloway director, and April Adams,
Murray director. Menus, subject to occasional changes based
on availability, are as follows:
MURRAY CITY
Milk and fruit served daily.
Murray Preschool/Head Start - Breakfast: Monday - waffle
sticks; Tuesday - sausage biscuit; Wednesday - biscuit & gravy;
Thursday - nutri grain bars, danimals yogurt; Friday - breakfast
pizza.
Lunch: Monday - chicken nuggets w/wg roll, mashed potatoes,
green beans; Tuesday - hot ham & cheese sandwich, carrots
w/ranch; Wednesday - fish sandwich, great northern beans; Thursday - spaghetti w/wg breadstick, whole kernel corn; Friday hamburger, baked beans.
Murray Elementary - Breakfast: cereal and toast senkd
daily - Monday - breakfast pizza. Tuesday - pancake & sausage
on a stick: Wednesday - saUsage biscuit; Thursday - french
toast sticks: Friday - yogurt, teddy grahams.
Lunch: Monday - hamburger, chicken noodle soup, tater tots,
broccoli w/cheese, Tuesday - taco salad, turkey wrap, refried
beans, whole kernel corn, lettuce/cheese cup; Wednesday - chicken nuggets w/wg roll, hot ham & cheese sandwich, mashed
potatoes w/gravy, green beans; Thursday - oven roasted chicken
w/wg roll, mini corn dog, mac & cheese, sweet potatoes; Friday
- pizza, chef salad, califomia blend vegetables, carrots w/ranch.
Middle - Breakfast: ..(toast, cereal served daily) - Monday
- mini waffles; Tuesday - chicken biscuit; Wednesday - sausage,
egg & cheese tornado; Thursday - nutri grain bars, danimals
yogurt; Friday - cinnamon biscuit.
Lunch: Monday - corn dog, chicken sandwich, baked beans,
carrots w/ranch; Tuesday - chicken nuggets w/wg roll, hot ham
& cheese sandwich, mac & cheese, green peas; Wednesday
• salisbury steak w/wg roll, turkey club, mashed potatoes, green
beans; Thursday - dominos pizza, fish sandwich, broccoli w/ff
ranch, whole kernel corn; Friday - hamburger, chicken fajita
nachos, cooked carrots, tater tots.
High - Breakfast: (toast, cereal served daily) - Monday waffle sticks; Tuesday - sausage biscuit; Wednesday - biscuit
& gravy; Thursday - nutri grain bars, danimals yogurt; Friday
- breakfast pizza.
Lunch: Monday - chicken nuggets w/wg roll, hot ham &
cheese sandwich, strawberry salad, mashed potatoes w/gravy,
green beans; Tuesday - taco salad, hot & spicy chicken sandwich,
chef salad, mexi bean salad, veggie tray w/ff ranch; Wednesday
- pizza, fish sandwich w/cheese, grilled chicken salad, broccoli
w/cheese, great northern beans; Thursday - spaghetti w/garlic
bread, turkey club sandwich, mandarin orange salad, carrots
w/ff ranch, tossed salad w/dressing, corn; Friday - hamburger,
cheeseburger, hog dog, chicken salad, baked beans, french fries.

determined" to act, she said.

CALLOWAY COUNTY
ww: whole wheat, wg: whole grain, rt: reduced fat, if: fat
free,. rs: reduced sugar. Milk and juice served daily. Fruit offered
, daily.
Preschool and Little Laker Harbour - Snack: Monday est. Sometimes people don't get to see the big picture or who you
scooby
stix; Tuesday - cheese & crackers, Wednesday - animal
you
like
it.
really are because of your demeanor. Tonight: As
crackers; Thursday - muffin, Friday - apples & cheese.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
Breakfast: Monday - chicken biscuit; Tuesday - pancakes;
*** You might be uncomfortable with someone's brash actions.
Wednesday - breakfast pizza; Thursday - biscuit & gravy; Friday
The closer this person is to you, the more discomfort you will expe- assorted cereals & toast.
rience. A family member could try to show you who is in control,
Lunch: Monday - spaghetti, garlic biscuit, green beans; Tuesfor
a
shock.
this
person
that
he
or
she
is
in
but you will show
day - cheese pizza, green beans; Wednesday - super nachos,
Tonight: Not to be found.
refried beans; Thursday - chicken nuggets, green beans;'Friday
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
- turkey & cheese sandwich, carrots w/dip.
**** You will succeed, especially if you are involved in an
Elementaries (rs/wg cereal, wg, ww bread/toast, chef salad,
important engagement or project. Worry less and just be yourself.
milk served daily) - Snack: Monday - cheese & crackers; Tuesday
Your friends support you far more than you might realize, so be - oatmeal bar; Wednesday - cereal; Thursday - peanut butter
sure to join them later on in the day. Tonight: Enjoy the moment.
& jelly; Friday - teddy grahams.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Breakfast: Monday - sausage biscuit; Tuesday - pb&j grat
**** You are full of energy and dynamic ideas; however, you
hamwich; Wednesday - muffin; Thursday - biscuit & gravy
Friday - egg. hashbrowns & toast.
might feel as if someone is raining on your parade by mentioning
Lunch: Monday - spaghetti, chicken sandwich, broccoli &
what you must do. Do what you want, and try not to take this percheese sauce, tossed salad, black eyed peas; Tuesday - chees,
son to heart. Tonight: A must appearance.
or pepperoni pizza. pb&j, tossed salad, vegetable bowl, corn(
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Wednesday - chicken nuggets, grilled cheese sandwich, baby
*** You might want to defer plans to take off spontaneously. You
carrots, green beans, cream potatoes; Thursday - super nacho,
know what is good for you. A change in scenery can revive you
grilled chicken sandwich, lettuce/tomatoes, pinto beans, mexican
and give you a fresh perspective on nearly any life matter. Make a
rice; Friday - chicken vegetables soup, cheeseburger, lettuce/tomacall to a loved one, and ask him or her to join you. Tonight Follow
to, oven fries, raw vegetable cup.
the music.
Middle (rs/wg cereal, wg. ww bread/toast, muffins, chef salad
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
served daily) - Breakfast: Monday - sausage biscuit: Tuesday
**** Understand what a partner wants from you. Ask questions - cini minis; Wednesday - breakfast pizza; Thursday - biscuit
-- don't make assumptions. You will be very uncomfortable if you
& gravy; Friday - bacon & egg wrap.
make judgments before you get the facts. It will be your pleasure
Lunch: Monday - vegetable soup w/grilled cheese, spicy chickto follow through on a request. Tonight: Stop and enjoy the person
en sandwich, black eyed peas, baked apples; Tuesday - pizza,
you are with.
bbq nblet, broccoli & cheese, whole potatoes; Wednesday PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
cheesy cnspito, hot dog, refried beans, mixed vegetables; Thurs**** Others come toward you. Touch base with a loved one, day - chicken nuggets, hot ham & cheese sandwich, green
even if he or she seems off-kilter. You can show canng without beans, mashed potatoes & gravy; Friday - bbq plate, hamburger,
supporting behavior that does not work for you.'Use care when
baked beans, tries.
High (rs/wg cereal, wg/ww bread/toast, cheeseburgers/harntaking any risks, especially with your finances. Tonight: Do not
burgers/pizza, oven fries, deli sand., vegetables, chef salads
stand on ceremony.
served daily) - Breakfast: Monday - sausage biscuit; Tuesday
- tornado wrap; Wednesday - bacon, egg & cheese biscuit
BORN TODAY
Novelist Lawrence Sanders (1920). U S Supreme Court Thursday - biscuit & gravy; Friday - french toast sticks.
Lunch: Monday catfish & hushpuppies, chicken sandwich,
Associate Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg (1933), former U.S presibeans, baked potatoes, baked apples; Tuesday - chicken
white
(1767)
dent Andrew Jackson
nachos, grilled chicken sandwich, tossed salad, mexican beam
•••
salad, refried beans; Wednesday - spaghetti & breadstick, hod
ham & cheese sandwich, broccoli & cheese, peas, lima beans;
at
Internet
Blgar
Is
on
Jacqueline
the
Thursday - chicken nuggets, hamburger, green beans, tossed
www.lacquelinebIgar.com.
salad, mashed potatoes; Friday - sliced ham, spicy chicken
sandwich, carrots w/ranch, black eyed peas, mac & cheese.
(c) 2014 by King Features Syndicate Inc.

by Jacqueline Bigar
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Look!.Back
Ten .years ago
Murray Elementary School
Principal Janet Caldwell was pictured kissing a pig. During the
school's recent activities involving
Read Across America, she told the
students she would kiss a pig if
they recorded a total of 1,000 reading hours. The students amassed
more than 10,000 hours. The pig
was a
I 5-year-old
African
Miniature breed named Harper.
Kathy Hodge discussed pet
adoption, the fixed-for-life program, and pet therapy as important
activities of the Humane Society
of Calloway County at a recent
meeting of the Murray Kiwanis
Club.
Tom Auer, president of the
Murray Rotary Club, was pictured
presenting a check for $2,500 to
Peggy Billington, executive director of United Way of Murray and
Calloway County, for the current
fund drive.
County's
Chase
Calloway
Futrell was pictured putting up a
shot over Mayfield's Anthony
Moss during the first half of
Friday's First Region Tournament
semifinal at the Regional Special
Events Center. The Lakers held off
Mayfield 35-33 and were to
advance to the championship
game.
Twenty years ago
Students from Jane Marie's
Dance Studio recently won a third
place bronze medal for their jazz
performance of "Children Go
Where I Send Thee" at the Dance
American competition held at
Stouffers Convention Center,
Nashville, Tenn. Competing were
Elle Arant, April McKeel, Kathy
Bomba and Beth Ann Slinger. Jane
Marie Chapman was their director.
Murray State University's Kate
Kelemen placed fifth in air rifle in
the NCAA Rifle Championships.
She teamed with Amanda Stone,
Diana Muth and John Cline to earn
MSU third place in the team air
rifle event.
Area corn growers Scott and
Kellie Wilferd recently received a

trophy for being a state winner in
the 1993 National Corn Yield
Contest, sponsored by the National
Corn Growers Association.
More than 200 high school students competed in the National
Forensic League's district tournament Friday and Saturday at
Murray State University. The
Murray High speech team placed
second and Calloway County's
team placed fourth.
Thirty years ago
Murray High School Black and
Gold newspaper placed first in
Best News section in Division I in
the 1984 High School Newspaper
Award Competition at Eastern
Kentucky University. Staff members were Angie Hamilton, Amy
Carman,Joey Ashby, Mary Grasty,
Karl Flood, Kevin Richerson,
Connie Spann, Kelli Crawford,
Jennifer Grogan, Gwen Hoover
and Tracey Rogers.
Forty years ago
Members of the Senior Citizens
"Swing and Sway" band were
Mary Lamb, Dollie Haley, Lottie
Bowden,
Mildred
Barnett,
Elizabeth James, Willie Mae
Morton, Nola Chrisman, Hazel
Locke, Alma Cooper, Edna
McReynolds, Murla Brandon,
Maggie Paschall, Treva Washer,
Lalla Boyd, Meme Mattingly and
Thyra Crawford.
Fifty years ago
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Nix, of
Murray, were guests of honor at a
dinner by the Dodge Delta Sales
Club at the Ramona Inn, St. Louis,
Mo.
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Joe Crick
were the new parents of a baby
girl, born March 6 at Murray
Hospital.
Sixty years ago
The Murray Training School
Chapter
of
the
Future
Homemakers of America had been
studying Civil Defense, according
to Patsy Moody, chapter reporter.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre
was "Three Sailors And A Girl,"
with Jane Powell and Gordon
MacRae.

Kids' game of 'truth or dare'
causes strife among adults
DEAR ABBY: My sister has
children younger than mine, but
the kids all play together frequently. She recently caught them
involved in a game of "truth or
dare" and a couple of the kids
had no clothes on.
While I was surprised to hear
it and have spoken to my children about it,
it seems to me
to be one of
those games
that kids play.
My
sister
it's
insists
about dominance and sex
and refuses to
let my • kids
play with hers
any longer.
I'm heartBy Abigail
broken over
Van Buren
her reaction
and don't know how to respond.
We barely speak anymore. What
do you think? -- JUST A GAME?
IN IOWA
DEAR JUST A GAME:
Whether what • happened was
because of natural curiosity or
about "dominance" would depend
on the ages of the children
involved. Not allowing the children to play together again seems
like an overreaction, but a serious discussion about boundaries
should certainly have taken place
after the incident.

be perfect, but he does make me
happy
I now have an opportunity to
move, but Clay refuses to go.
Should 1 go anyway, regardless
of what it does to our relationship? Do I take the risk of being
happy in a new city by myself,
or stay where I know what the
ending will be? -- STUCK IN
SMALLTOWN, U.S.A.
DEAR STUCK: All of life is
a risk. Please listen to your family. I think you know in your
heart that you need to experience
a little independence. If you don't
take advantage of the opportunity you have been given, you will
indeed be 'Stuck in Smalltown,
U.S.A." Forever.

Dear Abby

•••••

DEAR ABBY: I started dating my childhood sweetheart when
we were in high school. I'm now
in college.
My dreams and goals have
always been to move from our
small town to a big city in another state. The problem is my
boyfriend, "Clay," never wants to
leave here. He isn't even interested in travel, which is something I would love to do.
I have stayed in our hometown for him. Everyone in my
family thinks he's holding me back
and isn't being fair. He may not

•••••

DEAR ABBY: My wife and
I have been married for 10 years.
She is a Realtor and I'm a maintenance worker. I work eight hours
a day, five days a week and sometimes on weekends and overtime
when needed.
My wife thinks that when I'm
off on weekends I should be working around the house. 1 have tried
telling her that those are my days
off to do what I prefer or just
relax. I do maintenance work all
week, and then she expects me
to do it on weekends, too? 1 don't
mind it occasionally, but with her
it's every weekend. I feel like
getting a divorce because of her
never-ending demands.
1 also play in a band with my
friends on Sunday evenings. It's
only once a week, but she gives
me flak about that, too. I'm at
work 40 hours a week and with
her every evening except Sunday.
I don't fish, play golf, hang out
at bars, chase women or have any
other hobbies. How can I get her
to understand? -- WANTS TO
RELAX
DEAR WANTS: Have you
told your wife you feel like divorcing her because of her never-ending demands? It might be a way
to get her attention.

Today In History
By the Associated Press
Today is Friday, March 14, the
73rd day of 2014. There are 292
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On March 14, 1964, a jury in
Dallas found Jack Ruby guilty of
murdering Lee Harvey Oswald,
the accused assassin of President
John F. Kennedy, and sentenced
him to death. (Both the conviction and death sentence were later
overturned, but Ruby died before
he could be retried.)
On this date:
In 1794, Eli rW'hitney received
Ei
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Exercise releases chemicals
to improve heart health
the endothelium produces chemi-'.
eels that cause the artery walls
to relax That makes the arteries
grow wider, and that helps blood
to flow through them. As you
age, the endothelium loses some
ability to!'secrete these chemicals.
As a result, an artery in which
blood flow is partially blocked
by a plaque is less able to widen
and help increase the flow of
blood. Exercise helps counter this
process.
-- Exercise makes clots less
likely. Plaques have caps made
of fibers. These caps normally
hold in the fatty material that is
inside the plaque. However, some
plaques are "vulnerable": The cap
can rupture, causing the fat to
spill into the inside of the artery.
This causes a blood clot to form
that blocks the flow of blood.
A big part of every blood clot
are little cell fragments in the
blood called platelets. They stick
together and form a clot. Regular exercise causes platelets to be
less "sticky," making it less likely that blood will clot. Exercise'
also encourages your body to
release substances that break down
clots.
-- Exercise promotes new small
arteries in the heart. Aerobic exercise increases y.our'body.'s demand
for oxygen-rich blood. In response,
your body may cause small arteries in the heart to grow larger,
or even to create new ones. If
an artery. were to become blocked
in the future, blood could continue flowing to the heart through
these alternate blood vessels.
How does regular exercise do
all this? Recent research, much
of it here at Harvard Medical
School, has shown that regular
exercise causes muscle and fat
cells to release chemicals that
travel through the blood to other
organs. These chemical signals produce the healthy changes.
(To send questions, go to
AskDoctorK.com, or write: Ask
Doctor K, 10 Shattuck St., Second Floor, Boston, MA 02115.)

DEAR DOCTOR E: I've heard
it many times: Regular exercise
helps prevent cardiovascular disease. But how does it do that?
DEAR READER: First, let's
define terms, to be sure we're all
on the same page "Cardiovascular disease" (CVD) is a catch-all
term. It includes heart attack,
stroke, high blood pressure (hypertension), atherosclerosis
and heart failure. Regular
(not just occasional) exercise improves
cardiovascular
health in a
of
number
ways:
-- Exercise
Dr. MMIaref
lowers blood
By
pressure. High
Dr. Anthony
blood pressure
Komaroff
increases the
risk of CVD as well as many
other health problems. Regular
exercise lowers blood pressure,
even in people whose blood pressure is normal.
-- Exercise prevents plaque
buildup. Atherosclerosis is the
buildup of fafty deposits (plaques)
inside the walls of arteries. Arteries are the blood vessels that carry
blood from the heart to all of the
organs of the body. Plaques are
filled primarily with LDL cholesterol -- "bad cholesterol." They
can narrow blood vessels and
block oxygen-rich blood from
reaching the body's organs, including the heart and the brain. (I've
put an illustration of this process
on my website, AskDoctorK.com.)
Exercise increases levels of
HDL cholesterol
"good cholesterol." HDL helps prevent fat accumulation in artery walls. Exercise
also lowers levels of LDL cholesterol and triglycerides, another
type of fat.
-- Exercise protects arteries.
Artery walls are lined with a very'
thin layer of cells known as the
endothelium. In healthy arteries,

Hints From Helots()
a patent for his cotton gin,an invention that revolutionized America's
cotton industry.
In 1900, Congress ratified the
Gold Standard Act.
In 1923, President Warren G.
Harding became the first chief
executive to file an income tax
return, paying a tax of $17,990,.on his $75,000 salary.
In 1939, the republic of Czechoslovakia was dissolved,opening the
way for Nazi occupation ofCzech
areas and the separation of Slovakia
In 1951, during the Korean
1,
0
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War, United Nations forces recaptured Seoul (sohl).
In 1962, Democrat Edward M.
Kennedy officially launched in
Boston his successful candidacy
for the U.S. Senate seat from
Massachusetts once held by his
brother, President John F. Kennedy.
In the. body of 'resident
John F. Kennedy was moved ,from
a temporary grave to a permanent memorial site at Arlington
National Cemetery.
In 1991, a British court overturned the convictions of the "Birmingham Six".

PLANT
PROBLEM
DRIVES
HER
GNATTYI
Dear
Heloise:
Help!
repotted
a
houseplant
with cheap
topsoil, and now I have GNATS.
I moved the plant outside,cleaned
and sprayed my house, but they
keep coming back! They are
driving me crazy. Do you know
how to get rid of them, once
and for all? -- Mildred A., Staten Island, N.Y.
Yes, and it's pretty easy, too!
Mix a drop or two of dish soap
with a cup or so of water and
either mist or pour a little over
the soil. This should kill the little devils that are hanging out
in the soil. Also, depending on
the plant, the soil (at least the
top inch or two) should be dry
before you water. -- Heloise
TRAVEL HINT
Dear Heloise: In response to
a reader who advised people to
buy a drink at the airport after
going through security: It's the
liquids that you can't take through

hitt
HAAN

security, not the bottle. Many
seasoned travelers take an empty
water bottle with them and fill
it at the water fountain before
getting on the plane. -- Bernice
B., Bentonville, Ark.
Bernice, you are right-on! This
is what I do when traveling to
give a speech or for other business. I always have an empty
plastic bottle in my carry-on.
It's easy to fill it once I've gone
through security. -- Heloise
QUICK MEAL
Dear Heloise: I often work
late and have a hard time making myself a good meal. It's
easier to pick up fast food. Here
is what I do now: One of my
favorite meals is pasta. I buy a
box pasta kit •(the kind that
comes with the seasoning), make
it and add some cut-up chicken and tomatoes. I stick it in
the refrigerator, and it is ready
to go when I get home. It doesn't need to be heated up. -- A
Reader in Texas

ing when she crashed. Anyone
driving should keep his or her
cellphone in a pocket or in
something easy to find in a dark
car (purse). She was rescued by
a kind family who pulled over
to help her, but not everyone is
so lucky. -- Mary W1. Erie, Pa.
Who would have tAunk? A very
good safety hint that I hope niy
readers will consider. -- Heloise
FACE WASH
Dear Heloise: I keep my bottle of face wash in the shower. I always wash my face at
the end of my shower. I feel
'
like the steam from the shower helps open up my pores. and
I get a better clean that way. - A Reader, via email
ELECTRIC TOOTHBRUSH
Dear Heloise: Buy an inexpensive electric toothbrush and
mark it for "cleaning." Use it
to scrub in tight, dirty places,
like shower crevices or where
the backsplash meets the countertop. -- C. West. via email
SEND A GREAT HINT TO:
Heloise
P.O. Box 795000
San Antonio, TX 78279-5000
Fax: I -210-HELOISE
Email: Heloise(at)Heloise.com

KEEP PHONE HANDY
Dear Heloise: One night my
daughter crashed her car on a
dark,lonely road. She was unhurt,
but couldn't call for help herself because her phone went fly-
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THEY'RE ACTUALLY SELLING
A CHEESEBURGER ON
BRIOCHE. I TOLD HIM IN
FRANCE Bi?lOCHE 15 ONLY
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EVER HAVE
CERVELAS
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Baja "Bye!"
Carrying out
Summer of song
Personal
Landing pier
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Eats
Dance move
"A Death in the Family" writer
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PREP BASEBALL

Tigers, Lakers looking to mix things up in the region
LAKERS,TIGERS
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By EDWARD MARLOWE
Sports Writer

DAVID RAMEY / File photo
Murray's Zack Grogan will be the
go-to guy for a strong Murray
High rotation this season

Last year's 4th District champion
Murray Tigers are hoping this season
reflects the last - and more.
With the losses of the Johns - Lollar
and Ramey,among others - head coach
Mitch ,Giogan said guys like Tanner
Foster, Luke Brown,Zack Grogan, B.J.
Elder and Dustin Bevil will be looked
upon to pick up the offensive production.
In 2013, Murray went 22-7, thanks in

part to stellar pitching and above-average hitting. The Tigers batted .257 as a
squad, but their pitching held teams to
41 earned runs all year - good for a
1.45 team ERA behind 265 strikeouts
and a .95 WHIP (walks-hits/innings
pitched).
As it stands. Grogan and Brown will
be the no. I and no. 2 guys, and "it's up
to them- on the order based on weekly
production.
"We'll keep them on a loose pitch
count out of the gate, but I won't leave
them in there for 100 pitches," Grogan
added. "We've been throwing in the
bullpen for the past six weeks, and we
feel like we're in as good of shape as
anybody.
"We only have two guys that played
basketball that are joining us late -Cam
Kelly and Sam Palmer."
•Grogan said he'll also be looking to
several seniors who may not be used to

pitching much to shore up the mound
this year, as Bevil (no. 3) and Taylor
Nelson (no. 4) could anchor the rest of
the rotation for the season.
Ryan Alderson should also see some
considerable time as the closer, Grogan
said, with his "three-quarters release"
and "late breaking ball."
The 6'I" sophomore Chase Nelson
has also made "huge strides," Grogan
said, and could see some extended
innings this season.
"He's one that is going to need varsity game experience and really going to
have to learn on -the fly because he's
going to get innings early on," Grogan
said. "I talk to our guys a lot about carrying over what you do in the bullpen,
what we do and the changes we make to
the mound and not reverting back..just
to get in your comfort zone."
The Tigers opened their year on the
•See BASEBALL, 12A

EDWARD MARLOWE Ledger & Times
Connor Wagner could play up to
six different positions this year,
doing the most damage pitching.

PREP SOFTBALL:(14) CHRISTIAN CO. 10, MURRAY 1

MSU MEN'S BASKETBALL

Learning curve

Payne, Williams earn
NABC All-District
honors
From MSU Athletics

EARLY HRs
PUSH LADY
COLONELS TO
VICTORY

Murray State's Cameron
Payne and Jarvis Williams
earned National Association of
Basketball
Coaches AllDistrict 19 in
voting
conducted by the
group's head
coaches.
Both
Murray State
stars had outstanding seasons, their first
in the Racers'
uniform.
Payne was
V
O
Freshman of
the Year and
-All-OVC First
Team
while
Williams
WILLIAMS
earned
AllOVC Second Team honors.
Both earned a spot on the AllOVC Newcomer Team.
Payne, from Bartlett, Tenn.,
wasamong the best in the OVC
across the board. He ranked consistently in the top-5 in the
nation among freshmen assisters. He was seventh in the
league in scoring at 16.2 points
per game and third in assists'
with 5.5 per game. The first double-double of Payne's career was

By EDWARD MARLOWE
Sports Writer
No. 14 Christian County's
seven runs in the first two
innings could have spoiled Scott
Tucker's debut as the new Lady
Tiger head coach Thursday
night.
Fortunately, it didn't. He was
all smiles following the hardfought 10-1 loss.
Hannah
Lady
Colonel
Bradshaw opened the game with
a sharp single to centerfield, and
two at-bats later Lacie Mohon
roped a blast over the left field
fence to put Christian County up
2-0 against Prestley Blane. Kristen Adcock drew the fullcount walk on the next at-bat
Halle
before
Blane
got
Hendricks to ground out to third
for her second out, but opposing
pitcher Alexis Sumner sent an
up-and-in pitch sailing over
Morghen Turley and the centerfield wall to make it 4-0 in the
first.
The Lady Colonels plated
three more runs in the top of the
second inning - an RBI double
from Emmy Blane over Turley
in center and a two-run double
from Adcock between the cen-

ts

3
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against Austin Peay (Jan. 31)
with 12 points and 12 assists.
His best scoring game was (Feb.
6) at Belmont with 29 points.
Payne, who played at
Lausanne Collegiate School, set
the MSU record and was two off
the OVC single-season record
with nine OVC Freshman of the
Week awards.
Williams, from Macon, Ga.,
tied the OVC single-season
reco.
0 with seven Newcomer of
the .})(eck awards after arriving
as a junior from Gordon State
College in Georgia.
Williams ranked 17th nationally with 13 double-doubles and
16 games with 10 or more
rebounds. His top rebound game
was 18 against Southeast
Missouri (Jan. 2) which tied the
CFSB Center record. He also
had two perfect shooting games
this season of 9-of-9 against
Eastern Kentucky (Jan. 8) and 7of-7 against Belmont (Feb. 6).
Williams was second in the
OVC and ninth nationally with
10.4 rebounds per game.
Additionally, his .634 field goal
percentage is second in the
nation. He had a high scoring
game of 28 points against Austin
Peay (Jan. 31).
The Racers have accepted an
the
in
invitation
Collegelnsider.com Tournament
and will play at Missouri State
on March 19.

EDWARD MARLOWE + Ledger & Times
Murray's Bayleigh Blane looks on Thursday night after making a tough throw to first for
the out against Christian County. Blane made several key plays Thursday night to keep
the ball in the infield - once laying out on a line-drive to save an extra base hit.

•See SOFTBALL, 12A
From SHERRY PURDOhl
MISD Public Information Officer

MSU WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

Winfrey named All-OVC by College Sports Madness
From MSU Athletics

10

After a stellar senior season,
Jessica Winfrey has been
by
All-OVC
named
CollegeSportsMadness.com.
The honor is part of the site's
annual post-season awards
that includes an all-conference
team for every Division I conAll-America
and
ference
teams at the national, high-

major and mid-major levels.
The Marion, Ark., native
averaged a double-double on
the season with 10.8 points
and 10.8 rebounds per game.
She finished her senior year
with exactly the same amount
of points as rebounds, 306.
The 306 rebounds will go
down as the fourth-best singleseason performance in the
Racer history books and is the

highest single-season total M fourth
35 years.
For her career,
Winfrey scored 753
and
821
points
rebounds, the sixth
highest career total in
MSU history.
recorded
Winfrey
eight double-doubles in
2013-14, giving her 21 WINFREY
for her career, the

highest total in program
history.
She also scored 20plus points twice and
20
pulled
down
rebounds on three separate occasions, including her final game in
which she notched the
rare double doubledouble of 22 points and
20 rebounds.

COLLEGE BASKETBALL

Seton Hall stuns no. 3 Villanova at the buzzer
5

By MIKE FTTIPATRICK
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — The latest buzzerbeater at the Big East tournament belongs to
a Seton Hall reserve with a familiar last

31

4

name.
Sterling Gibbs hit a step-back jumper as
time expired and Seton Hall stunned No. 3
Villanova 64-63 in a thrilling quarterfinal
Thursday, a loss that could cost the Wildcats
a No. 1 seed in the NCAA tournament.

"We're really confident, honestly,especially
after you beat the No. 3 team in the country,"
said Gibbs. a sophomore transfer from Texas
whose brother was a Pittsburgh star. "We
know if we can beat them, we can beat anyone. So we're just up for the challenge."
Eugene Teague had 19 points and 12
rebounds for the eighth-seeded Pirates (1716), who advanced to the tournament semifinals for the first time in 13 years. They will
play Friday night against No. 4 seed
Providence, which held off fifth-seeded St.

John's 79-74.
Josh Hart scored 18 to lead the top-seeded
Wildcats(284), beaten only twice in 18 regular-season conference games while winning
their first outright Big East title since 1982.
Both losses were blowouts by Doug
McDermott and C'reighton.
"You've all heard me say this before: This
.was not about 1 seeds. 2 seeds. This was
about we wanted to come to Madison Square
Garden and win the Big East tournament.
MI See SETON HALL, 12A

Rechelle Turner, MHS Lady
Tiger basketball coach, was
selected by coaches in the 1st
Region as the Kentucky
Association Basketball Coach of
the Year(KABC).
The award will be formally
presented on March 14 at halftime of the first game of the
afternoon session of the Girls
Sweet "16" State Tournament in
WKU's Diddle Arena in
Bowling Green,
The KABC will sponsor a
reception for all award winners
or their representatives and families at the Jack and Jackie
Harbaugh Stadium Club in
Houchens Smith Stadium on the
Campus of WKU from 10-11:30
a.m. Friday.
Turner is one of 16 KABC
Coach Of the Year Boys' and
Girls' recipients to be recognized from Kentucky's 16
regions Friday. Turner and the
MHS Lady Tigers concluded
their 2013-2014 season with a
28-6 record.
Turner just completed her 18th

Turner
season as the MHS Lady Tiger
Coach and has escorted the
MHS Lady Tigers to the All-A
Tournament ten times during her
tenure.
"It is an honor to be selected
by your peers as coach of the
year—this is a shared award
between my assistant coaches
and players, without them, an
award like this, would be unix:visible," Turner said. "I would
trade any individual award for
our team to win another regional championship."
The Lady Tigers have also
been to the 1st Region final in
the previous five seasons - the
last win a 45-44 overtime victory over Calloway County during
the 2009-10 school year.

SPORTS
PREP TENNIS
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•Baseball...
From Page 11A
road last night. falling to Henry
Co. 9-2. and Bevil said
Wednesday their schedule for
the season does them no early
favors.
However, he believes the offseason work will certainly pay
dividends down the stretch.
"Seeing the practice, seeing
how we've been hitting and how
everyone has been coming
together and doing their part. I
think we have a really good
chance at having a successful
season," he said.
Grogan added,"I'm not a big
numbers guy. I think you can
learn a lot from them, but I don't
make game decisions based on
them. I go by more of the feel
and matchups."
The only number that really
matters are wins - something the
Calloway County will be looking to grab more of this season.
The Lakers finished 2013 near
.500 last season at 15-18 - 3-3 in
the 4th District and 11-6 in the
region - and ended their season
with near misses to Murray (3-2)
in the 4th District Championship
and to powerhouse Lone Oak (3-

2) in the first round of the 1st conclusion of this season. After
Region tournament.
a season hiatus, Travis Dwyer is
Head coach Zach Hobbs said also making a return to the
Wednesday he will particularly mound. Hobbs said, which
rely on the strong pitching of rounds out his rotation.
junior Connor Wagner, who last
Ryan Fraher and Brannon year went 12-6 and added four "when he's not busy catching" saves with a 1.85 ERA.
may also see some innings to
While team ERA last season relieve, Hobbs said.
hovered around 2.50 for most of
"I feel- very good about our
the year. Hobbs said his team's staff," he said.
"We don't have
batting average - a meek .249 that guy that's going to strike out
was an area of focus for most of
15 or 16 batters, but they're all
the offseason.
going to do a good job keeping
"Runs are going to be a premithe ball down and mixing pitchum in this district," he said. "I
es and locations."
Staff Report
honestly don't know what to
With 13 straight games on the
expect out of our offensive lineN1HS boys tennis fell 8-2 and
up. Everybody's so far behind, road before their first home
game
April
8,
both
Wagner
and
the
girls fell 10-0 Thursday night
even with scrimmages, it's hard
to see where we're going to be." Satterwhite know the start of the at Paducah Tilghman.
Boys Singles
Wagner, Wade Carter, Caleb season is trial by fire.
Prashant Chakradar vs Parker
"Both of us (Wagner and
Brannon and Dain Satterwhite
will be tasked with producing a Satterwhite) will have to be Rowton (0-8)
Suphat Yoopensuk vs Andrew
large portion of the offense, more .of leaders," Wagner said.
Zoninovich
(2-8)
"When
it's
going
wrong,
don't
while Hobbs added younger
Matthew
D•Elia vs Davis
stay
down
and
try
to
turn
guys like Austin Anderson,
Rowton (0-8)
Bryce Orr and Lofton Pigg - an around."
Gustavo Leon vs Matthew
"We had a great group of sen8th grader - will have to "step
iors last year that we're going to Jones(3-8)
up" and generate some runs.
Dylan Vance vs Justin Holt 13On- and Anderson, also jun- miss this year," Satterwhite
8)
iors, will also look to contribute added."But we're going to have
Kevin Wann vs Parker Shadoan
to a pitching staff that will be to step up - get the younger guys
(8-6)
•
around for another following the to step up."
Alex Trzepacz vs Warren Jones
(9-10)(5-7)
Boys Doubles
From Page 11 A
her in the bottom of the second. least nine softballs before finally
Chakradar/Yoopensuk
s P
Turley 'pushed a single up the taking first base on a pitch out- Rowton/Zoninovich (1-8)
ter-right gap.
Tucker made the pitching middle and advanced on a sacri- side.
Wann/Gustavo vs D RowtoniM
change, switching Blane to left fice bunt to second bef9se
Jones
(4-8)
(Elizabeth) Grogan followed
and drawing in Savannah Caitlin Mollette brought rer
Vance/D'Elia vs J. HoltiT
with a single through Jenna.
Grogan to finish the game. home with a single up the left
Humphries'legs at second to put Hampton (7-9)
Aside from a three-run sixth. field line.
Stubblefield
/
Jonathan
"That's basically what we're runners at first and second, but Hillbrecht vs Bonte/Ross (8-0)
Grogan kept them at bay.
"(Prestley) got a couple pitch- going to try and do this year," Shelby Moss struck out and
Ladies Singles
es up and she just wasn't com- Tucker said about the offense. Madison McClure hit a sharp
Kennedy Jones vs Emily West
fortable,- Tucker said. "I think "Try to get a run here, a run grounder to third and couldn't (0-8)
she's faced them some and she there...I was trying to get us beat the throw - ending the
Sam Taylor vs Molly Shannon
felt like they knew her pitches back into the game where we inning and the potential scoring (1-8)
and stuff and so we felt like the could chip away, but man
Natalie Adams vs Ann Lasher
threat.
best thing to do was go to (Sumner) is good."
"I think the four runs in the (1-8)
Christian County's offense
Savannah, and Savannah did a
Beth Graham vs Lara Shannon
great job."
was shutdown from innings first got our heads down, (2-8)
The switching back and forth three through five, but Murray because it was quiet," Tucker
Emily Kinsey vs Chloe
between Blane and Grogan is couldn't respond. Grogan kept said. "It's hard to overcome Waggoner(2-8)
something the Lady Tigers will the ball low to force grounders that - especially two home runs
Jordyn Rowland vs Madison
be able to do this season. Tucker in the infield to Bayleigh Blane that were really well .hit. We Worth (2-8)
added. Both are strong outfield- and Elizabeth Grogan, while kind of came out of the gate a
Elizabeth Hillbrecht vs Anna
ers and strong pitchers. and he anything hit out of the dirt was pole
slow, but we've been hav- West (0-8)
said usually the one not pitching gobbled up by strong plays from
Doubles
ing great practices.
will more than likely be in the Prestley Blane and Turley at left
Jones/Taylor
vs E. West/M.
"It's
hard
to comeback after
outfield.
and center.
Shannon (2-8)
being
down
seven
against
a team
The Lady Tigers had a lot of
Sarah Fitzer drew Sumner's
Adams/Graham
vs
trouble with Sumner, who fin- lone walk on the night on a 15- ranked 14th in the state, but I Waggoner/L. Shannon (5-8)
ished with seven strikeouts, but plus pitching battle in the bot- think we held our own after that
Kinsey/Rowland
vs
A
were able to plate a run against tom of the sixth - fouling off at and we'll get better."
West/Lansden (1-8)

MHS
Tennis
makes
stop at
NS

•Softball...
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NBA Glance
All Times EDT
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W
L Pct GB
Toronto
36 27 571
Brooklyn
▪3
33 30 524
/
2
New York
26 40 394 111
Boston
15
22 43 338
Phliadeiphia
/
2
15 49 234 211
Southeast Division
W
L Pct GB
x-Miami
44 18 710
—
Washington
12
33 31 516
Charlotte
/
2
31 34 477 141
Atlanta
/
2
28 35 444 161
19 47 288
Orlando
27
Central Division
W
L Pct GB
x-Indiana
47 17 734
—
Chicago
/
2
36 29 554 111
Detroit
1
2
25 40 385 22/
Cleveland
1
2
25 40 385 22/
Milwaukee
13 52 200 341
/
2
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Southwest Division
L Pct GB
San Antonio
48 16 750
44 21 677 4Yr
Houston
Memphis
10
38 26 594
Dallas
10
39 27 591
26 38 406
New Orleans
22
Northwest Division
w L Pct GB
Oklahoma City
48 17 738
Portland
42 23 646
6
Minnesota
15
32 31 508
Denver
/
2
28 36 438 191
Utah
22 43 338
26
Pacific Division
W
L Pet GB
L A Clippers
Golden State
4
46
1 20
25621
697
5
Phoenix
36 28 563
9
Sacramento
23 42 354 221
/
2
L A Lakers
22 43 338 231
/
2
x-clinched playoff spot
Wednesday's Games
Denver 120 Orlando 112
Sacramento 115 Philadelphia 98

98 Wasritun 85
Brooklyn 96 Miami 95
Toronto 101 Detroit 87
New York 116. Boston 92
Memphis 90 New Orleans 88
Dallas 108 Utah 101
San Antonio 103 Portland 90
Cleveland 110 Phoenix 101
LA Clippers 111 Golden State 98
Thursday's Games
Chicago 111. Houston 87
Atlanta 102 Milwaukee 97
Oklahoma City 131 LA Lakers 102
Friday's Games
Washington at Orlando. 7 p m.
Indiana at Philadelphia. 7 pm.
Memphis at Toronto. 7.p.m
Minnesota at Charlotte. 7 p m.
Phoenix at Boston. 7 30 p m.
Denver at Miami. 7 30 p m.
Portland at New Orleans, 8 pm.
LA Lakers at San Antonio. 8'30 p.m.
LA Clippers at Utah 9 pm
Cleveland at Golden State 10 30 p.m.
Saturday's Games
Milwaukee at New York. 12 p m
Brooklyn at Washington, 7 p m
Memphis at Philadelphia, 7 30 p.m.
Indiana at Detroit, 7 30 p.m,
Denver at Atlanta, 7 30 p m.
Sacramento at Chicago. 8 p m
NHL Glance
Thursday's Games
San Jose 4 Columbus 3, SO
Boston 2. Phoenix 1
Carolina 4, Buffalo 2
Tampa Bay 5, Florida 4
St LOUIS 6. Edmonton 2
Minnesota 2, N `I Rangers 1
Toronto 3. Los Angeles 2
Friday's Games
San Jose at N Y Islanders. 7 p.m.
Vancouver at Washington. 7 p m
Edmonton at Detroit. 7 30 p m
New Jersey at Florida. 730 pm
Nashville at Chicago, 8 p rn
N Y Rangers at Winnipeg, 8 pm
Calgary at Dallas 8 30 p.m
Anaheim at Colorado, 9 p m

PREP BASEBALL

Murray one-hit in 9-2 loss to
Henry Co.
Staff Report
The Tigers (0-1) traveled to
Henry County last night and fell
9-2, after being held to just one
hit in the contest.
The lone hit came from Dustin
Bevil, as pitchers Hunter
Bethune and Jared Pugh locked
down the Tigers for the game.
Murray had an early 2-0 lead
thanks to a sacrifice fly from
Ryan Alderson and a ground-out
RBI from Bevil. but the Patriots
would capitalize on several
errors in a four-run fourth and

three-run fifth inning to put the
game out of reach.
Zack Grogan (0-1) was tagged
with the loss - hurling four
innings while striking out four
and walking three, giving up six
runt (three earned).
Grogan and reliever Zach
Nelson only gave up five hits
combined, but also walked five
batters along the way.
The Tigers had six errors on
the night; Henry County finished the game with three.
Murray opens their home slate
tonight at 6 p.m. against
Hopkinsville.

TENNESSEE TITANS
QB Whitehurst reunites with Whisenhunt

Prepare for spring and save.
'1511/041IMINV thwawcrsph iekrkw7knowfiesos

NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
Tennessee has signed quarterback Charlie Whitehurst to a
multi-year contract in a deal that
reunites him with Titans coach
Ken Whisenhunt.
The 31 -year-old Whitehurst
spent the last two years in San
Diego, where
Whisenhunt
worked as offensive coordinator
in 2013. The Titans announced
the deal Thursday night.
"He brings a familiarity with
the offense we are installing,"
Whisenhunt said in a statement.

•Seton Hall...
From Page 11A
Winning the Big East tournament
would mean much more to us
than a 1 seed," Villanova coach
Jay Wright said. "The NCAA
tournament seedings, my belief is
1, 2, 3, it doesn't matter that
much. You're going to play great
teams."
Patrik Auda scored all 13 of his
points in the first half for Seton
Hall, a 101
/
2-point underdog. But
the pesky Pirates, accustomed to
playing close games, built a 15point lead and recovered after
Villanova spurted past them with
a 16-0 run in the second half.

"He will be a great resource for
Jake and the entire offense. And
as a player, he understands what
we want to get done. Working
with him over the last year and
seeing how he works and his
ability gives me confidence that
he is the right fit to fill this role."
In his career, Whitehurst is 84
of 155 for 805 yards passing with
four interceptions and three
touchdown passes in 13 NFL
games. His likely role in
Tennessee is backing up Jake
Locker, who has missed 14

games due to injuries the last two
years.
The arrival of Whitehurst puts
Ryan Fitzpatrick's future with the
Titans in question. Fitzpatrick
signed a two-year deal last
March to serve as Locker's main
backup. Fitzpatrick started nine
games for the Titans last season
and went 217 of 350 for 2,454
yards with 14 touchdown passes
and 12 interceptions. Fitzpatrick,
also 31, has thrown for 16,790
yards, 106 touchdowns and 93
interceptions in 85 career games.
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ANTIQUE ARMS!
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SUPER SALE.'
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X304 Select Series'Lawn Tractor
• ,O.b np OA kW, engine
•
• Exclusive 4W steering
• 4-yearr300-hour bumper-to-bumper warrantv
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FULL WITHIN 12 MONTHS'
• •

ZTrak" Z900 B Seria$
• hpi;t3 L lV'i' engine
• 148.. 5/4- or 60-inch 7-iron'PRO mower decks
• 3-year/1.200-hour warranty'
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